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I. Abstract  

 

 This paper explores the impact of the economy on professional sports attendance 

for the National Football League, National Basketball Association, and Major League 

Baseball.  Building off of previous attendance analysis, this study hopes to address the 

popular topic of whether teams observe are impacted by fluctuations in the national and 

global economies. Using OLS regression analysis, 90 teams were analyzed over varying 

periods from 1951-2008. Included in the analysis are variables which help determine the 

regular attendance for sporting events as well as economic indicators to measure the 

effect the economy has upon sports demand. Though many of the economic indicators 

were found to be statistically insignificant, a few variables did yield interesting 

correlations. Further analysis on larger data sets may finally answer this issue.  
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II. Introduction 

 In the middle of January 2009 Bud Selig, the Commissioner of Major League 

Baseball, seemed to be aware of the ominous situation that the league faced. The growing 

pessimism about the economy and the skyrocketing unemployment, all implications of 

what is possibly the worst recession since the Great Depression, may finally take their 

toll on an industry which many team owners and fans thought to be “recession-proof.” 

Selig stated,  

 

“We‟re not inconsistent with the world. If you go back in my career, which now spans 

almost 40 years, we‟ve been through a lot of recessions. And I used to sort of, I guess, 

console myself with the knowledge that baseball really was significantly economically 

recession-proof. We‟re in something that I think you can see is just different from 

anything we‟ve gone through.” 
1
 

 

This statement captures the essence of what the sports industry is currently feeling. 

Previous recessions did not seem to impact ticket sales or corporate sponsorship, thus 

creating an industry which seemed to be a recession-proof „miracle.  Since historical data 

regarding ticket prices and attendance are often difficult to obtain, no statistical analysis 

of any kind has attempted to examine this question. But now, this question has become a 

topic discussed in team franchise offices and stadiums across the nation.  It seems that 

many teams are retracting their previous statements claiming their ticket sales will not 

suffer, and are unsure on how other areas of the industry will be affected. Media outlets, 

such as the Wall Street Journal and ESPN, have begun to question their previous 

assertions that the industry was not susceptible to economic fluctuations. Do other more 

statistical sources offer answers? Unfortunately not, since sports economics seems to 

                                                 
1
 Sports Illustrated. January 15, 2009. Si.com. January 29, 2009. 
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focus on variables that drive normal attendance and not whether attendance is affected by 

recessions. This gap in the current literature is surprising since so many fans, media 

sources, owners, and even players have such strong opinions one way or another on the 

topic.   

Studying the related variables of sports attendance, I will attempt to provide an 

answer for this topic. Using regression analysis, attendance for Major League Baseball 

(MLB), the National Football Association (NFL), and The National Basketball 

Association (NBA) are estimated. Ample data is available for baseball, but data 

concerning football and basketball prove to be more elusive. Because of data limitations, 

the duration of the analysis varies from sport to sport. I analyze baseball over the period 

1951 to 2008, football from 1983 to 2008, and basketball from 1991 to 2008. Included in 

the analysis are variables which help determine the regular attendance for sporting events 

such as ticket price, age of team, winning percentage, presence of strikes, performance in 

the post-season, and stadium age.  I account for economic factors with variables 

measuring population, average income per capital, national and state GDP, national 

unemployment rates, state unemployment rates, national and regional housing starts and 

home purchases, state consumer price index, and S&P500 measures of annual investment 

returns.   

III. Literature Review  

 In order to understand the issue, I will focus upon previous sport demand theory, 

both general and the analysis of specific relevant variables, as well recent media articles 

regarding sports and the current recession.  Both are important to understand since no one 

source of information has accurately described the current industry situation. I begin with 
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an overview of previous attendance work for specific sports, such as baseball, which 

discuss basic factors that influence attendance and then move to specific studies on 

attendance factors such as strikes, promotions, or duopoly teams.  

A. Basic Demand & Supply 

Any analysis of sport attendance is really an analysis on the consumer demand for 

the given sport. This industry is characterized by many unique factors such as the 

„uncertainty outcome‟ of games and a franchise‟s guarantee of „market power‟, 

prohibiting the easy entrance of new suppliers. The best resource for understanding 

the demand for sports has been Rodney Fort‟s Sports Economics (Fort, 2006.)  In his 

second chapter, he outlines the  unique aspects which effect  sport demand as 

including scarcity, quality of teams and competition, commonality, fan preferences, 

fan income, price of other entertainments, and fan expectations. If economic variables 

such as unemployment are (negatively) related to attendance, then a model of demand 

would show the sports demand curve shifting to the left, decreasing the quantity 

purchased.(See Appendix: Graphs).  

Scarcity can be thought of as not only the scare athletic abilities of superstars, but 

also as the scarcity of the limited number of tickets for games due a concrete number 

of seats within a stadium. Scarcity effects demand for tickets especially during games 

versus rivals, playoff, or last games at a specific location. During times when 

attendance does not equal capacity, the demand curve for tickets can causes increases 

or decreases in the quantity sold at a given price. However when capacity is reached, 

no more tickets can be sold, even if there is a demand for these tickets. This situation 
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creates a disequilibrium, which may be resolved by teams increasing ticket prices to 

reduce the quantity demanded. (See Appendix for Graph)  

A final aspect of the sports industry that Fort discusses is competition. 

Competition is created within baseball by keeping the teams at an „absolute and 

relative quality‟ of competition. By „leveling the playing field‟ through competitive 

balance, no one team is completely dominate over all other teams. This “uncertainty 

of outcome hypothesis”, describes how uncertainty in particular situations may cause 

the event to be more exciting to the consumer, and thus raises the demand for tickets. 

The next feature, commonality of sports describes its ability to bond together people 

of various economic and social backgrounds.   

 The rest of Fort‟s chapter describes demand theory in sports. Fort defines demand 

for sport as, “The willingness to pay and the scarcity implicit in that willingness.” 

Demand determinants for sports include individual preferences, fan income, price of 

other entertainment, fan expectations about the future, and population within a team‟s 

city. Fan preferences include their taste for certain sports, NBA over WNBA, and their 

feelings towards purchasing a ticket for seeing a sporting event. Fan income dictates the 

prices that fans can afford to spend on tickets and their preferences determine whether 

sporting tickets are normal or inferior goods.  The price of other goods directly affects the 

demand for sports tickets. If other events are substitutes for the sport event and their price 

goes down, fewer people may purchase sports tickets, opting instead to attend the other 

event.  Fan expectations about future prices of tickets also influence demand, which is 

why many fans pay for a personal seat license. Finally, the population of a city or 

surrounding area that supports a sports team affects demand. Larger populations can 
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support teams and declines in such populations may force teams to relocate. Sports  have 

a unique market power, since only one team of a certain kind, say NFL, can occupy a 

certain territory. This monopolistic quality of teams helps them become price setters 

instead of price takers, since no real substitutes for their good can be found within a 

specific geographic area.  

B. Specific Analysis of Demand Factors  

The earliest prominent work regarding sports attendance was created by Roger 

Noll (Noll, 1973) in which he discusses the pricing and attendance of professional 

sporting events. Noll studies the attendance for baseball, basketball, hockey and football. 

For his analysis on baseball, he uses data from 1970 and 1971. He is looking for variables 

that explain the  variation in attendance and  uses variables measuring city population, 

per capita income, team‟s average ticket price,  age of the stadium, number of star 

players,  dummy variables for closeness of  the pennant race in the teams division, a 

variable representing other pro-sporting options in the city, a dummy variable indicating 

if a team won the pennant, the teams league standing at the end of the season,  and the 

proportion of the African American population within the home team‟s city.  

The results of Noll‟s analysis showed the variables which he incorporated into his 

regression had an explanatory power.69, or accounting for 69% of the variation within 

his model. Noll‟s early analysis would lay the foundation for future economic analysis by 

providing the essential variables that are used in later regressions concerning attendance. 

One issue of concerning when evaluating Noll‟s work is that it only used a very small 

data pool. With a small data pool, relationships that exist in the real population may not 

be represented accurately or may have the wrong direction relationship. Later analysis 
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would expand upon his findings and use larger data sets making the findings more 

applicable to the real world.  

Baade and Tiehen‟s (Baade and Tiehen, 1990) article analyzes attendance for 

Major League baseball includes many of the variables found within Noll‟s work. Their 

work analyzes attendance from 1969-1987. Baade and Tiehen make several 

modifications to Noll‟s model including altering per-capita income from nominal terms 

to real terms to allow for the changing price level over the period, including a variable for 

stadium capacity, and creating a variable that accounts for the presence of television 

broadcasts of the game. Baade and Tiehen included the variable on stadium capacity  

because they believed that it was important since capacity establishes a „upper bound‟ on 

audience, creates an ambiance in smaller ballparks, and alters pregame purchasing 

incentives in large parks since there is an excess supply of seats and the parks do not 

often sellout.  The variable of television is included since they fell that broadcasting 

games may increase attendance by creating new fans many of whom have not been to a 

game before seeing it on television.  

Their results had an adjusted r-squared coefficient of .84, which was significantly 

larger that Noll‟s r-squared value of .69, meaning they explained a larger percentage of 

the variation in attendance. They found their inclusion of stadium capacity to be 

insignificant which perhaps means that no matter the stadium size that fans will continue 

to come, even if „charm‟ is lacking.  They believe the rest of the variation in attendance 

could possibly be explained by promotions offered by teams for certain games. 

The earliest statistical analysis of football attendance comes from Welki and 

Zlatoper (Welki and Zlatoper, 1994). Previous research on football attendance was 
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extremely limited, with only two significant studies before theirs. These two studies 

include part of Noll‟s analysis from his l973 paper on sports attendance and Schofeilds‟s 

1983 analysis.  Like his analysis of baseball, Noll‟s paper only provided analysis on a 

small set of data and covering only 2 years, 1968 and 1970. Welki and Zlatoper note that 

analysis of attendance for these two years could be particularly problematic since these 

two years were immediately after the merging of the National Football League and the 

American Football League.  Schofeilds‟s work identified the primary factors associated 

with attendance such as price, income, population, weather, team records  and 

preferences of fans.  

However, unlike Noll‟s paper which examined the sum attendance for teams,  

Welki and Zlatoper examine individual game attendance. Their paper uses data from 

1991 for the National Football League (NFL). The data was  obtained the summaries of 

game attendance in the Cleveland Plain Dealer and the USA Today. The ticket prices 

were collected from Team Marketing Report‟s Fan Cost Index which began in 1991. 

Economic data was gathered from the 1987 County Earnings from the Bureau of 

Economic Analysis and the Bureau of Labor Statistics. They used Tobit analysis to help 

solve the problem of excess demand. Their results show that ticket price, precipitation, 

and income have a negative effect on attendance. The weather variables such as rain, the 

average temperature, and whether or not the stadium was a dome are all negative, but rain 

and temperature are not statistically significant. Dome‟s relationship to attendance 

however, is negative but only significant at the 0.1 level. The variables controlling for 

team‟s record and opponents showed that fans were not really enticed to purchase tickets 
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for football games because of a winning record or opponent, but would attend 

regardless.
2
   

One of the most important contributions of this paper is the manner in which the 

authors deal with the problem of excess demand for tickets in football. This excess 

demand has caused waitlists in the ten‟s of thousands for popular teams like the NY 

Giants and the Philadelphia Eagles. A brief look at the sports industry helps us 

understand excess demand and why teams charge certain prices for tickets. Since most 

sports analyses are using attendance and the other variables to trace out a demand curve 

for sports, excess demand above capacity presents a formidable problem. Due to market 

power and rules governing where new NFL teams can start up or relocate, professional 

football teams, and even other professional sports teams, teams are seen as price setting 

monopolies. Because of stadium capacity, if demand exceeds capacity attendance may 

not be sensitive to price. Recent studies by Coates and Humphreys (Coates and 

Humphreys, 2007) have shown that teams set their ticket prices in the inelastic region and 

make up for this difference in revenue through stadium concessions and novelty stores.  

Welki and Zlatoper found that in 199, 68% of football games were sellouts.
3
 They 

note that this excess demand can create a sampling problem and can result in biased 

estimates on their coefficients of variables affecting attendance. To avoid this they used 

Tobit analysis instead of Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) analysis.  

 Price and Sen (Price and Sen, 2003) wrote a paper which focuses on attendance 

for Division 1 College football. Though its focus is not professional football like the 

                                                 
2
 This perhaps is due to the few home games played by each time, 8 during regular 

season. 
3
 A result not shown in our analysis of NFL game attendance in 1991  
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other literature or our analysis, it does provide some useful insight. Differences between 

previous literature and this paper include that college teams play in more diverse 

locations and may not be situated in large metropolitan areas like professional sports 

teams. Price and Sen also focus on the quality of the teams playing against one another 

which supports the idea of the uncertainty of outcome hypothesis. The analysis also uses 

a variable which is designed to account for fan loyalty, using the duration the team has 

been in existence. Use of a variable like this which can capture fan loyalty will be 

important in my analysis since it seems that some teams continue to have high levels of 

attendance despite poor on field performance. 

B. Specific Analysis on Variables Which Influence Attendance 

 The next section will focus on literature which tests specific variables of interest 

on game day attendance for sports. Most of these papers focus upon attendance for Major 

League Baseball, which is perhaps due to the vast and usually complete data sets 

available for this sport.  Some papers however analyze the effect of new stadiums on the 

National Hockey League (NHL) as well as the turnover of a roster and „superstar‟ effect 

within the National Basketball Association (NBA).  

 Boyd and Krehbiel (Boyd and Krehbiel, 2006) analyze how offering a promotion 

during MLB games increases attendance. Their work builds upon the previous analysis of 

promotions by McDonald and Rascher (McDonald and Rascher, 2000) which conclude 

that the timing of promotions, number of promotions, and the type of promotion offered 

to the public affect attendance. Boyd and Krehbiel‟s analysis uses 48 variables which 

take into account the kind of promotion, its timing, as well as other game day attendance 

factors such as ticket price, weather, etc. They obtain data from 2392 MLB games in 
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2002 and find that 1041 promotions occurred during the year. Their results show that the 

most expensive promotions are the best received and that promotions which have the 

most impact on ticket sales are the ones that occurred on day games during the week.  

They conclude their paper stating that further research can be designed to test which kind 

of fan reacted the most to certain forms of promotion.  

 Schmidt and Berri (Schmidt and Berri, 2004) found that strikes within the sports 

industry do not seem to have any permanent effect on the demand for professional sports. 

In an analysis of MLB teams over the last 30 years, time series and panel data were used 

for regression analysis. They specifically chose MLB to analyze because they believed 

that the labor relations between owners and players were the most „contentious‟, that the 

large amount of available data would allow for the most accurate analysis, that baseball 

has the least excess demand, and that the most pronounced long term effects of a strike 

would most likely be found in baseball rather than other sports.  The results show that  

the impact of a professional sports strike only had an impact on demand during the time 

of the strike and that demand for the sport returned almost immediately following the end 

of the strike. The demand that followed the strike was also close to at the same level as 

before the strike occurred.  

 The presence of certain „superstars‟ on a sports team has thought to increase 

attendance and popularity of the team with which they play. Hauseman and Leonard 

(Hauseman and Leonard, 1997) analyze the effect of a „superstar‟ on attendance for NBA 

games by looking at the effect of various superstars on cable television ratings. They use 

data from the seasons in which Larry Bird played for the Boston Celtics, Michael Jordan 

played for the Chicago Bulls, Shaquille O‟Neil played for the Orlando Magic, and 
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Charles Barkley played for the Phoenix Suns. The results show correlation coefficients 

on attendance for the variable representing Michael Jordan as a member of the team to be 

.3 and Bird to be .063 for the 1991-1992 season.  They conclude that these stars increased 

attendance so much that they often sold out all of the games in which they played. Not 

only did home attendance increase, but road attendance for the teams which had 

superstars on the roster saw an increase in attendance as well.  

C.Media Discussion of the Current Economic Climate  

Owners and fans seem to believe that the sports industry is „recession-proof.‟ 

They claim to have seen this phenomenon during past recessions, when demand for 

tickets increased when demand for other “luxury goods” were declining. Economists 

and sports franchise owners believed that sports offered ticket owners an “affordable” 

escape during tough economic times. (Klayman, 2009) During many recessions, 

sources show people continue to pay exorbitant prices for BCS championship games 

or SuperBowl tickets. (Helyar,2009) People saw these events in which their team was 

participating as once in a lifetime events, which they could not pass up.  This causes 

fans to spend hundreds of dollars for playoff tickets, and their actions seem to 

indicate they are not thinking of a recession. (Gregory, 2009) 

 The owners and economists may be correct. The increase in many MLB ticket 

prices was not as large as previous years, but there still was an increase in price rather 

than a decline. (Isidore, 2009) League owners site the “recession proof” industry is 

locked in to multi-year TV and sponsorship contracts that don‟t feel the effect of the 

recession. Season ticket holders, who are required to renew their season tickets months in 

advance, also may have purchased their renewals before official reports were announced 
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stating that the US indeed was in a recession.  And finally there is an insatiable demand 

for sports tickets, especially for winning teams or teams “honeymooning” in newly built 

stadiums. (Hofmann,2009)  

 But owners have overlooked one major change in the sports industry, the 

increasing commercialization that has altered the fundamental structure of the industry 

and how it makes a profit. 20 years ago, it was uncommon for a sports facility to have a 

corporate logo on the stadium entrance, and arenas were named for the owners who built 

or aspects of municipalities that funded them such as 3 Rivers Stadium and Jacobs Field. 

Now however, it would be difficult to find a stadium without a large insurance or bank 

with their logo plastered on everything from the seats to the bathroom stalls. (Grassi, 

2008) Stadiums have also “gentrified” arena seating by providing luxury suites that cost 

thousands per game. These seats boost revenue and increase sponsorship dollars by luring 

out the higher-income clientele. (Gregory,2009) However, when the large corporate 

sponsors who shell out millions of dollars for sponsorship go bankrupt or are bought up 

by other companies, many of these sponsorships are in jeopardy. On March 6, 2009 the 

Wall Street Journal (Casselman, 2009) dedicated an entire section to this issue entitled, 

Luxury Stadium Strike Out. The article notes how the newly constructed baseball parks 

for the New York Mets and Yankees are having trouble securing primary naming 

partners. These luxury stadiums are also finding it difficult to sell contracts in the all 

inclusive club box and suites. 

 Though some may argue that the „Big 3‟ sports industries, MLB, NFL, and the 

NBA seem to be unaffected, smaller teams are feeling the impact of the financial crisis. 

The WNBA Houston Comets folded this past season when they could not receive 
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financial backing. The AFL also met an untimely demise when they decided to take off 

the 2009 season to “restructure” the league in hopes to make it more profitable through 

revenue sharing (Saunders, 2009). But larger teams may be beginning to feel the effect of 

the lagging economy and are searching for new ways to cut costs and boost sales. 

Innovative marketing ploys like selling tickets at very low prices have become common 

practice by many teams. So common that many League offices like the MLB and NFL 

have devoted websites to list such techniques in hopes that the strategies that work for 

one team will work for another (Aschburner, 2008).  

 After reviewing both demand theory and information on the current economic 

situation‟s effect on professional sports teams, one feels unsure of exactly which effect 

seems to be dominating the industry. Is the sports market a resilient industry, unaffected 

by the economic world around them, or is the sports industry like many other industries 

facing declining profits? In an attempt to resolve the conflict between these arguments, I 

have undertaken a statistical analysis of the three largest professional sports industries to 

see if economic indicators such as unemployment and housing starts are correlated with 

sports attendance.   

IV. Method  

  The procedure followed during this analysis is based on the literature reviewed 

earlier in this work and their analysis of variables that effect attendance for professional 

sports teams. I have used Ordinary Least Squares Regression models to determine if there 

is a significant relation between attendance and economic conditions.  

 Data was obtained from numerous sources because of the diverse variables 

included in the regressions. With the respect to basketball data, attendance and ticket 
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prices from 1951-1988 were obtained from Rodney Fort‟s website. These data were 

received from Doug Pappas who gathered them for the lawsuit of Selig vs. US.  Missing 

from their data are ticket prices for 1963 and prices for this year have not been found 

through other means.  The Ticket prices from 1951-1985 are a simple series of ticket 

prices. This means that price is a simple average of the various prices of the different 

seats sold in the stadium.  Ticket data from 1986-1988 and 1991 to 2008 are in the form 

of weighted series of ticket prices, meaning that the proportion of the stadium that each 

seat price took on was used as a weight when averaging the seat prices. The ticket data 

from 1991-2008 was taken from the Team Marketing Report‟s Fan Cost Index which 

works directly with team offices in compiling data.   

 Variables concerning team-winning statistics, playing in the World Series or 

playoff games, the age of the team, and any relocation were taken from baseball-

refernce.com. Age, construction, demolition, and capacity of stadiums were found on 

ballparks.com. The presence of other professional sports teams within the city of interest 

were determined by looking at teams from football and basketball and their histories on 

nba.com and nfl.com.  Weather data regarding temperatures and precipitation were found 

on wunderground.com a weather website.  

 A few notes must be made regarding baseball data. In 1993,  the Florida Marlins 

were a new team playing in an older stadium which is a rare occurrence in baseball. In 

1964 the Houston Astros stadium, Colt Stadium
4
 was a new stadium in that it was only 2 

years old and is coded as a new stadium by the new stadium dummy variable, but was 

also the stadium‟s last year of operation and is coded as a 1 for the dummy variable stlast. 

                                                 
4
 The Team‟s previous name was the Colt .45‟s  
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The stadium was later dismantled and moved to Mexico in the 1970s. From 1963-1965 

the LA Angles played in Dodgers Stadium. It was both a new stadium for them during 

those two years and in 1965 it was coded as a last year.  

  Data for football ticket pricing was obtained through Rodney Fort‟s website
5
 

from 1985-1991 and then from Team Marketing Report‟s Fan Cost Index from 1991-

2008. They are all weighted averages series data. Data regarding team-winning statistics, 

playing in the Superbowl or playoff games, the age of the team, and any relocation were 

taken from profootball-refernece.com. Weather data was obtained from the same site as 

baseball. Data for the NBA for ticket prices are from 1991-2008 and come from Team 

Marketing Report‟s Fan Cost Index and again are in weighted average series format. 

Attendance records were obtained from Rodney Fort‟s website
6
.  Data concerning team 

performance, arena capacity, and arena age was obtained from baseketball-

reference.com.  

 All economic data for the variables of national unemployment, state and 

metropolitan unemployment are obtained from the US Bureau of Labor Statistics. Online 

data is only available from 1976 onward for state unemployment. National and state GDP 

are obtained from the US Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) website. Housing starts, 

home sales, values for the state consumer price index, are obtained from the Historical 

Statistics of the United States online. Values for the S&P500 index are obtained from 

NYU‟s Stern Business School data website, which obtained the data from Bloomberg.  

 The following regression was estimated using both ordinary least squares 

regression and fixed effects regressions which controlled for team and year.  

                                                 
5
 rodneyfort.com 

6
 rodneyfort.com 
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Attendancet, I = B0 + B1(teamt,I) , + B2 (stadiumt,I,) + B3(localityt,i) + B4 (economict,I ) + 

ei  

 

 

The following regression was estimated using OLS and fixed effects regressions , which 

controlled for team and year. This regression will capture if any effect on price occurs for 

stadiums at or near full capacity.  

TicketPricet, I = B0 + B1(teamt,I) , + B2 (stadiumt,I,) + B3(localityt,i) + B4 (economict,I ) + 

ei  

 

Attendance is the number of tickets purchased for a given team in a given year. 

Team represents a vector of team characteristics including current team age, winning 

percent, dummy variables for playoff appearances, a dummy variable indicating if a 

strike occurred in the last 5 years, a dummy variable indicating if a team relocated in the 

last 5 year, a dummy variable indicating if the team is a new franchise in the last 5 years, 

and number of home games. Stadium represents a vector of stadium characters including 

stadium age, a dummy variable for if the stadium was new, a dummy variable for if the 

stadium is in the last year of operation, stadium capacity, and a dummy variable for if the 

stadium is a dome. Locality represents a vector of team locality characteristics including 

annual percentage of rain for the teams‟ home city, average annual temperature for a 

teams‟ home city, the population for the city, personal per capita income for those living 

in the teams home city, dummy variables indicating if 1, 2, or 3 other professional sports 

teams are located within the city, and a dummy variable indicating if the team shares its 

market  with another team of the same sport. Economic represents a vector of economic 

indicator characteristics including national and state gdp, national and state 
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unemployment, national and regional home sales and housing starts, state consumer price 

index, and annual returns from the S&P500 index.  

  The reason for including many of these variables was based on the research of 

previous literature which found that they influence attendance. The first groups of 

variables are included in an attempt to capture a team and venue‟s influence on 

attendance.  Factors such as ticket price and stadium capacity affect how many tickets a 

customer is willing to purchase and how many seats are actually available. Current team 

age is used to capture fan loyalty to teams. I originally differentiated between current 

team age, the age of the team in its current location, and the original team age because I 

believe some enthusiasm for teams with a better winning record who relocate may 

influence attendance for those games.  I later drop this variable due to multicollinarity 

concerns.  The relationship between start up teams and attendance is rather ambiguous. I 

believe two factors could work against one another with this variable. First being that 

new teams may have little to no fan loyalty and may have low attendance number for the 

first few years they operate until their fan base is built upon. Second being that a new 

team may create excitement in a given city and may increase attendance in the initial 

years by people who want to experience the new form of entertainment. Relocating teams 

may be subject to the same forces as startup teams.  

 A team‟s winning record often influences season ticket purchases as well as single 

game ticket sales. The previous year‟s winning percentage or their performance in the 

previous year‟s championship may influence season ticket holders‟ renewals since ticket 

offices ask their season ticket holders to renew their tickets well in advance of the next 

season. Season ticket holders are then required to make a decision to purchase tickets 
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based on their current knowledge of the teams performance this year and may make 

inferences about how the team will perform next year. Winning championships or doing 

well in the playoffs also means individuals who had done so in the past, may now want to 

purchase season tickets that had not previously done so. Single game ticket purchases 

may see an increase when a team has an unbroken winning streak or is in the running to 

make the playoffs for that season. I have included previous winning percentage, winning 

percentage, and performance in playoff/championship games as variables to capture these 

effects. 

Previous analysis has shown that newer stadiums draw larger crowds in the initial 

years after their opening which is why stadium age and the dummy variable for the new 

stadium were included. Relationships between attendance and the last year a stadium is in 

operation are also proven to exist and often raise the level of attendance since people may 

want to see a historical stadium before it is demolished. This jump in attendance was seen 

during the final year of Yankee Stadium in 2008 before it was demolished.  

Other forms of entertainment, being substitutes for a sporting event, may draw 

away the particular team of interest‟s attendance for a given day. This is especially 

significant when two teams play on the same day since stadiums are often not located in 

the same area and may cause issues regarding transportation. The prosports variables 

attempt to capture the effect of entertainment substitutes on a team‟s attendance. By the 

same reasoning, cities with more than one professional sport of the same sport (i.e. In 

MLB the Dodgers and the Angels of Los Angeles) may draw attendance away from one 

another and a dummy variable indicating the presence of a competing team is included.     
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Variables that attempt to capture the weather‟s influence on attendance, such as 

average temperature and annual precipitation, are included since bad weather may deter 

fans from attending games. A dome stadium or a stadium with a retractable roof however 

may provide a pleasant atmosphere regardless of the outdoor conditions.  

 Finally the economic variables are included as measures of the current economic 

situation within the country, state, and metropolitan area.  Unemployment, which is low 

during times of prosperity and growth and high during recession, will be one of the most 

important variables in our study. However, it gives an overall average of unemployment 

within the United States, and different regions of the US may be impacted by growth or 

recession differently. State unemployment will capture the varying effects of the 

economic situation across the country. Home sales and housing starts are often used as 

economic indications of the strength of the economy and are included here as well. Since 

the fluctuations of the stock market are captured and displayed so prominently by 

newspapers and other media sources, I believe they may impact attendance, even if many 

of the ticket holders are not avid stock traders. 

Though professional sports share many similar demand characteristics, I chose to 

follow earlier scholarship‟s strategy of evaluating the characteristics of each professional 

sport individually, rather than an aggregate of total sports demand. I did this since the 

probability of sell out crowds at NFL games is much higher than MLB games. The 

reasons to separate the sporting events are the differences in the nature of sport such as 

varying playoff designs and varying popularity.  

  As discussed earlier, if a stadium reaches capacity then the quantity of 

tickets sold is no longer an indicator of the demand for the sport. Instead, when sell outs 
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often occur, teams may increase price as a response to the excess demand. Increased 

prices will likely reduce the demand for tickets, but will not fully eradicate the excess 

demand. When this occurs, teams begin waitlists for tickets. These waitlists may 

represent the actual demand for tickets and the quantity of seats that would be sold if 

stadium capacity could vary. When price is used in this way it is a form of price 

discrimination. The price of tickets are an example of third-degree price discrimination 

since a teams sale office can differentiate price  „classes‟ within the demand market and 

offer those classes different levels of pricing which coincide with their willingness to pay.  

In order to calculate the demand for tickets for sports with high sell out probabilities, 

regressions using ticket price as the dependant variable were run. A dummy variable 

indicating whether or not teams had an overall sell out year were also included as a 

control. Acknowledging the diverse economic climate of different states, I have created 

variables to account for the difference in normal levels of unemployment and GDP and 

times when the rates or outputs were above or below this normal value. These variables 

should capture the actual effect of changes in state unemployment and state GDP.  

 Though many variables were included in the initial demand estimations, only 

those which act as economic indicators are shown in the results section below. A 

complete review of all findings and coefficient interpretations can be found in the data 

section. Inaccessibility of early data regarding state gdp, consumer price index, housing 

starts, and housing sales left gaps within the data set.  For example, data before 1976 was 

unavailable on the Bureau of Labor Statistics .When initial regressions were estimated, 

the number of observations decreased usually by half. In MLB analysis observations 

decreased from 1243 to 660. In attempts to retain as many data points as possible, 
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regressions were first estimated with all the relevant variables and then reestimated in 

groups. These categories were created with related variables and the following groups 

were made: unemployment variables, housing start variables, gdp variables, housing sale 

variables, and miscellaneous economic variables including state consumer price index 

and annual returns from the Standard and Poor‟s 500 index.  

V.Results 

  The overall results of the analysis only further enhance the ambiguity of the issue 

at hand. Of the economic indicator variables that were statistically significant in relation 

to attendance, 6 were shown to be effected by the recession, while 8 were shown to move 

in the opposite direction than variables affected by a recession. Examples of this are the 

positive impact of state unemployment on baseball attendance, which perhaps indicates 

that state unemployment levels actually increase MLB attendance. Below is a table 

indicating which economic indicators were statistically significant and the direction of 

this relationship. Also included are test statistics and p-values so that the level of 

significance may be evaluated. When the initial regressions were run, numerous 

observations were dropped due to incomplete data sets because of the inaccessibility of 

information. Because of this, initial regressions were run which included all of the 

variables and then additional regressions were run, which only included categories of 

economic indicators. This allowed for a higher number of observations to be included for 

certain variables, increasing the likelihood that they would be representative of actual 

trends within the population.  
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Variable            MLB           NBA          NFL  

Unemployment 

(unemp) 

-36111.03 

(-7.34) 

(0.00) 

-5022.90 

(-0.70) 

(0.48) 

792.23 

(1.28) 

(0.20) 

State Unemployment 

(rlstunemp) 

18770 

(5.59) 

(0.00) 

491.41 

(0.09) 

(0.92) 

853668 

(12.25) 

(0.00) 

Housing Starts 

(housest) 

-76.68 

(-6.42) 

(0.00) 

-24.96 

(-1.22) 

(0.22) 

8.39 

(2.80) 

(0.00) 

Regional Housing Starts 

(housstrg) 

228.76 

(7.86) 

(0.00) 

45.82 

(1.59) 

(0.11) 

3.099 

(0.94) 

(0.34) 

GDP 

(gdp) 

-4357.85 

(-7.61) 

(0.00) 

314.50 

(0.58) 

(0.56) 

-46.09 

(-0.74) 

(0.45) 

State GDP 

(rlgdpst) 

-.009 

(-2.14) 

(.033) 

-.006 

(-2.63) 

(0.00) 

864903.4 

(12.42) 

(0.00) 

Home Sales 

(sold) 

-204.38 

(-6.59) 

(0.00) 

-40.98 

(-1.39) 

(0.16) 

7.20 

(1.46) 

(0.14) 
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Regional Home Sales 

(soldrg) 

581.35 

(9.72) 

(0.00) 

81.84 

(1.37) 

(0.172) 

0.612 

(0.10) 

(0.92) 

State CPI 

(stcpi) 

-4520.07 

(-8.88) 

(0.00) 

-277.52 

(-0.18) 

(0.85) 

217.06 

(1.55) 

(0.12) 

S&P500 

(sp500) 

-3569.62 

(-2.94) 

(0.00) 

1245.56 

(0.18) 

(0.855) 

-881.06 

(-1.18) 

(0.237) 

 

A.The Results- MLB 

OLS regression analysis of Major League Baseball (MLB) has shown that all of the 

economic indicator variables were significant in relation to attendance. Unemployment 

reveals a negative relation with attendance. However, state unemployment shows a 

positive impact on demand. The R-squared value for the regression is .93 indicating that I 

have explained 93% of the variation within the original variance by the regression.  Fixed 

effects estimates were also run, but the results were not very different from those in the 

OLS model.  

 National unemployment levels have a clear impact on attendance refuting the 

claim that the baseball industry is unaffected by fluctuations in the economy.  The 

national unemployment has a negative impact on MLB attendance. The slope coefficient 

shows that attendance decreases by 31,015 people for every 1% change in 

unemployment. This translates into a decrease in attendance of 50,916 people for a 1 
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standard deviation in unemployment. This results in a large effect on attendance when we 

compare this number to the mean of attendance (1,302.6). The coefficient is statistically 

significant at the .05 level with 6.0 and p-value of 0.0. The difference in state 

unemployment has a positive impact on MLB attendance. The slope coefficient shows 

that attendance increases by 18,770 people for every 1% change in unemployment. If a 1 

unit standard deviation in the „real‟ state unemployment level occurred, then attendance 

would increase by 31,533. The coefficient is statistically significant at the .05 levels with 

a test statistic of 5.77 and p-value of 0.0.  

 Housing starts show two different relations.  National and regional housing start 

coefficients are significant at the .05 level.  National housing starts have a negative 

relation on attendance with a decrease of 76 people per 1% increase in housing starts. 

This translates into a decrease of 23,302 people if a 1 standard deviation in housing starts 

occurs with respect to attendance. This again has a significantly large impact on 

attendance. Regional housing starts are positively related to attendance and would result 

in an attendance increase of if a 228 with a 1% increase in housing starts. Housing starts 

are a good measure of the housing market and often capture the impact of economic 

recessions.  However, they seem to impact attendance negatively, indicating that 

favorable periods of housing starts hurt attendance.  National home sales have a negative 

relation with attendance resulting in a decrease of 204 people with a 1% increase in 

national home sales. Attendance would increase by 41,897given a 1 unit deviation from 

the mean of home sales. It was statistically significant at the .05 level with a test statistic 

of 6.59 and p-value of 0.0.  Regional first time home sales indicate a positive relation 

with attendance.  Attendance increases by about 581 people for a 1% increase in home 
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sales. The coefficient was statistically significant with a test statistic of 4.66 and a p-value 

of 0.00. The actual increase in attendance due to a 1 unit deviation in regional home sales 

has a very small impact on attendance if you compare the it to the mean of 

attendance.(1,302). 

Within the GDP category of variables, both variables were shown to have a 

negative impact on attendance and both are statistically significant at the .05 level. The 

sign of the coefficient shows a negative relation with a decrease in attendance of 4357 

people with a 1 percent increase in the unit of measure of GDP. This translates into a 

decrease in attendance of 1,059,497 if a 1 unit standard deviation from the mean occurs. 

7
The coefficient is statistically significant with a test statistic of 7.61 and a p-value of 0.0. 

The state level of GDP is also negative and it is statistically significant at the .05 level 

with a calculated test statistic of -2.14 and a p-value of 0.03. The sign of this coefficient 

is again interesting, since GDP is a measure of income and one expects attendance to 

increase as income increases. This is interesting since one expects GDP, as a measure of 

income, to positively impact attendance.  

The miscellaneous category of variables, which includes the state consumer price 

index, and the S&P500 variable show negative relations with attendance. The state 

consumer price variable has a negative relation with attendance indicating a decrease of 

2,860 people with a 1% increase in index, or an actual decrease of 135,148 people with a 

1 unit deviation from the mean.  It was statistically significant at the .05 levels with a test 

statistic of 8.88 and a p-value of 0.00. This is an interesting result which shows that as the 

price of a typical basket of goods increases, attendance decreases. This indicates that 

                                                 
7
 This seems not only like the relation is in the wrong direction, but that the impact is far 

too large to be accurate 
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people are sensitive to changes in the cost of living in relation to „luxury‟ goods.  The 

S&P 500 also had a negative relation with attendance and would result in a decrease of 

9,423 people in the level of attendance with a 1 unit deviation from the mean of S&P. 

 As mentioned in the method section, multiple regressions were run on the same 

data set in order to obtain the most observations for each category of variables. Both 

levels of unemployment remain statistically significant at the.05 level and their 

correlation coefficients and test statistics increased. The national unemployment test 

statistic increases from 5.76 to 6 and the state unemployment rate
8
  test statistic increases 

from 5.23 to 5.77.  The test statistics for national housing starts, regional housing stats, 

national gdp, also increase in size. Interestingly, the direction of the relationship between 

attendance and regional housing starts changed from negative to positive. This possibly 

indicates that with a larger sample size the statistics‟ sign would become positive. The 

national sold statistic changes from insignificant with a test statistic of 0.16 increasing to 

6.59.  

Unexpected results include the relation between ticket price and attendance. The 

sign of the coefficient is positive and statistically significant with at test statistic of 7.36 

and p-value of 0.00.  Since previous research has shown that the relation between ticket 

price and attendance is negative, my result is incorrect. Reasons for this incorrect sign 

may include omitted variable bias, with the omitted variable‟s sign being negative. This 

would cause a change in the coefficient‟s sign since the bias is equal to the product of 

both signs 

                                                 
8
 the difference between the normal unemployment rate and normal rate  
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Graphs of attendance values versus the residuals indicated an unhealthy scatter 

plot. The Breusch- Pagan heteroscedasticity statistic showed that we can reject the null of 

homoskedastic variances in favor of heteroscedasticity. The Glejser test shows the 

strongest relation, or highest R-squared value, of heteroscedasticity to be related to the 

square-root of attendance. Correcting for this issue, all variables within the regression 

were divided by the square-root of attendance. This transformation of the data should 

leave us with unbiased estimates.  

The presence of multicollinarity is often indicated by high r-squared values, 

values often in excess of .9, and few statistically significant variables. The analysis of 

Major League Baseball showed an initial R-squared of .96 with only about half of the 

coefficients being statistically significant. To address the presence of possible 

multicollinearity, variables that may be related to other variables were dropped from the 

regression. These included team age and dummy variables for winning championships.  

C. The Results- NBA  

 Dissimilar results to those found in the previous section were seen within the 

analysis of the National Basketball Association (NBA). The data set has significantly less 

observations to begin with only 240 in the full regression and at most 424 when some 

variables were omitted.  The R-squared coefficient indicates that .77 percent of the 

variation within the model was explained by the regression. This is a decrease from the 

.93 R-squared found with the MLB regression even though the same variables were 

included. Three variables were dropped, since there were no values for these variables
9
  

                                                 
9
 All basketball facilities are located indoors, so dome had only one value, and no NBA 

team had relocated during the time period examined, and no duopoly teams exist in the 

NBA.  
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including dome, duopoly, and team relocation. Only one economic variable, state GDP 

was statistically significant at the .05 level. Overall, the NBA regressions were the least 

significant possibly due to the small sample size.  

  State GDP is the only statistically significant variable with a test statistic 

of -2.63 and a p-value of 0.00.  The variable has a negative relation on attendance and 

would result in a reduction in attendance of .0642 for a 1 unit standard deviation in state 

GDP from the mean. This is an incredibly small impact when you compare it to the mean 

and standard deviation in attendance of 671,427 and 120392 respectively.  Tests for 

heteroscedasticity are rejected and no transformation of the variables occurred.  

C.Results- NFL  

 The final sport industry of the „Big 3‟, the National Football Association (NFL) 

required additional variables to be created in order to control for sellout attendances. 

Sellouts occur most frequently within football due to the small number of home games 

(7) compared to basketball (41), and baseball (81). Additional price regressions were also 

run to see if price was altered in response of high levels of demand.  

 OLS and Fixed Effects (See Appendix: Results, part C)  estimates of 

unemployment, regional housing starts, national and regional home sales, state Consumer 

Price Index, and the S&P500  were found to be statistically insignificant at the .05 level. 

Again it is not surprising that the NFL regressions did have many significant variables 

due to the small sample size, 667 observations. It is also surprising to see that two out of 

the three significant results show some indication that economic variables do have an 

impact on sports attendance.  Both housing starts and state GDP were found to have a 

positive effect on attendance. Due to the high probability of home sellouts, I would have 
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hypothesized that the NFL would show the least number of relations between the 

economy and its impact on attendance.   

 State unemployment has a positive and statistically significant relation with 

attendance at the .05 level. This would result in an increase in attendance of 85,366 

people given a 1% increase in state unemployment.
10

 National housing starts were shown 

to have a positive effect on attendance and would result in an increase of 2,344 people if 

a 1 unit standard deviation from the mean of housing starts occurred. State GDP shows a 

positive impact on attendance as well as the positive (or negative) impact of economic 

variables on sports attendance. We must however question the coefficient‟s actual impact 

on attendance since it has a very large standard deviation of 1092531,  

 The individual regressions again show that with increased observations, the signs 

and strength of the observations change.  National unemployment drops in the strength of 

the relation between unemployment and attendance from a increase in attendance of 

2,761 with a 1% increase in unemployment to a increase of 953 with a 1% increase in the 

unemployment rate. National housing starts‟ observations increased from 426 to 632 and 

the test statistic decreased in magnitude from 3.76 to 2.81, but still remained statistically 

significant. Regional housing starts and national and regional home sales are still 

statistically insignificant.  

 Graphs of attendance values versus the residuals indicated a non-cloudlike 

scatter plot. The Breusch- Pagan heteroscedasticity statistic showed  that we can reject 

the null of homoscedastic variances in favor of heteroscedasticity. The Glejser test shows 

the strongest relation, or highest R-squared value, of heteroscedasticity to be related to 

                                                 
10

 I could not calculate the effect of one standard deviation change in unemployment 

since the summary statistic for the variable yielded a standard deviation of 0.  
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the inverse of attendance.  Correcting for this issue, all variables within the regression 

were divided by the inverse of attendance, or multiplied by attendance. This 

transformation of the data should leave us with unbiased estimates.  

D. Price-Regression Results  

  Acknowledging the small supply of home games during the regular NFL season, 

I chose to run price regression estimates to see if sellout teams‟ ticket prices increased 

due to the excess demand. I found that a positive relation existed between teams with 

annual attendance equal to capacity with price increasing by .04 of a dollar for every one 

percent increase in annual attendance. This translates into an actual average increase in 

ticket price of 37.00 dollars per ticket. The coefficient was statistically significant at the 

.05 level with test statistic values of one deviation in attendance from the mean occurs. 

The coefficient has a test statistic of 2.42 and p-values of 0.02.  This is an very interesting 

observation since many sell out team‟s ticket prices were in excess of 85.00 per average 

ticket
11

.  

 There are 63 observations of sellout attendances in the over 800 observations 

recorded in the dataset. These sell out attendances were annual sellout attendances and 

fail to capture individual sellout crowds. We must also note that by definition, the sellout 

variable was equal to 8 sellout crowds with all of the crowds at capacity. Teams often 

calculate sell out crowds differently, some including the distribution of all tickets, 

included complementary tickets to staff and players‟ families, while others do not. If 

these tickets were not included in attendance and attendance was instead measured as 

                                                 
11

 I. e the NE Patriots sold out in 2008 and have a ticket price of of 117. 84, almost 50 

dollars above the average ticket price.  
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paid attendance, then the sellout statistic would be lower than the actual level seen in the 

population.  

VI. Conclusions 

 Regression analysis of the three major United States sports industries reveal 

mixed results concerning the impact of economic conditions on sports attendance.  As 

mentioned earlier, 6 out of 14 results showed that economic factors did affect attendance. 

The only variable to impact all 3 sports was state GDP, which is surprising since it would 

be expected that unemployment would be the first to indicate a relation between the 

economy and attendance. What is more confusing is that when the same variables reveal 

themselves to be statistically significant, they often change signs, altering the impact they 

have on attendance. Clearly, possible issues of omitted variable bias or  flawed data may 

have affected the results. It is important to remember however that some results 

indicating that the economy did show up within the regressions and this relation had not 

been statistically proven before. 

  These results can possibly be explained by a few different hypotheses. First, the 

NBA and NFL data sets were significantly shorter than MLB. Fewer observations 

indicate that relationships observed in the general population may not be captured. 

Second,  NBA data from 1991-2008 do not capture a major U.S. recession in which 

unemployment levels may have varied for a long enough duration for consumers to alter 

their purchasing habits. Third, previous research has shown that each sport market 

attracts a different racial and socio-economic individual. If consumers of MLB tickets 

have a lower disposable income than other sports consumers, a recession may impact 

their demand on tickets more so than fans of other sports. Forth, the policy of season 
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ticket renewal for next season when the current season has not ended, may cause sports 

consumers to renew their tickets before a recession could impact their purchasing 

decision.  

 Future research on this topic should focus on increasing the data set size, 

especially for NBA and NFL teams if possible. Historical data regarding ticket pries and 

attendance can possibly be obtained from individual team ticket offices if they will 

release the information.  Inclusion of other variables such as Consumer Confidence and 

CEO Confidence were excluded since Haverford College did not have a subscription to 

the Conference Board, which publishes these results. Annual levels of mass layoffs could 

be computed from the Bureau of Labor Statistics, which are normally published monthly.  

  The research conducted during this analysis is relevant to the sporting industry 

for many reasons. First, the decrease of attendance due to an increase in the 

unemployment rate for MLB may mean that ticket offices must have more aggressive 

marketing campaigns during recessions in order to maintain the level of attendance. 

Second, ticket offices often have to report corporate partners‟ returns to investment, 

which are measured by the increase in brand sales related to the advertising within the 

sports complex. If attendance dips, then so may the effectiveness of such marketing and 

teams may find it more difficult to renew or secure future corporate sponsorship.
12

 

Knowing how attendance reacts to economic shocks may help teams design more 

effective brand recognition within their venue enabling them to retain corporate sponsors 

and this revenue of income. 

 

                                                 
12

  The Wallstreet Journal discusses this issue relative to the building of new luxury 

stadiums. March 6, 2009.  
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A. Variables 

 

Tprice= the average cost of a ticket for a specific team. May be a simple or weighted 

average series 

 

Teamagecu- current team age starting the year the team resided in the current city of 

interest regardless of previous names 

 

Teamage- the age of the team beginning from when the team originally started and 

including all relocations or renaming  

 

Stadage- the age of the stadium in years in which the team currently plays 

 

Stnew- 0/1 dummy variable coded as 1 if the stadium has built or renovated in the last 5 

years, 0 if not 

 

Stlast- 0/1 dummy variable coded as 1 if the stadium is in its last year of  use, 0 if 

otherwise 

 

Dome- 0/1 dummy variable coded as 1 if the stadium/arena is a dome or has a retractable 

roof structure to protect against unpleasant weather, 0 if otherwise 

 

Avgtemp- the average temperature of the city in which a team plays for the given year 

 

Rain- the annual average plays  precipitation that fell during the given year 

of the city in which a team  

 

Reloc- 0/1 dummy variable coded as 1 if the team has relocated from a previous city in 

the past 5 years, 0 if otherwise 

 

Startup-0/1 dummy variable coded as 1 if the franchise was started in the last 5 years, 0 if 

otherwise 

 

Prevwin- the previous winning percentage of the team the year before  

 

Winper- the winning percentage for the team during the current coded year 

 

Champ- 0/1 dummy variable coded as 1 if the team made it to the championship series
13

 

that year, 0 if otherwise  

 

Champwinprev-0/1 dummy variable coded as 1 if the team won  the championship series 

the previous year, 0 if otherwise  

                                                 
13

 Superbowl, NBA Finals, World Series 
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Champwin- 0/1 dummy variable coded as 1 if the team won the championship during the 

current year, 0 if otherwise 

 

Champpre- 0/1 dummy variable coded as 1 if the team made it to the championship series 

the previous year, 0 if otherwise 

 

Playoff- 0/1 dummy variable coded as 1 if the team made it to the playoffs that year, 0 if 

otherwise 

 

Winplf- 0/1 dummy variable coded as 1 if the team won the playoffs that year, 9 if 

otherwise 

 

Playoffprev- 0/1 dummy variable coded as 1 if the team made it to the playoffs the 

previous year, 0 if otherwise 

 

 

Stadcap- the capacity of a given stadium 

 

Gmnbr- the number of games during a regular season for the given sport 

 

Duop- 0/1 dummy variable coded as 1 if there is more than one team of the same sport, ie 

the LA Dodgers and the LA Angels, in the same city,  0 if otherwise 

 

Prosport1- 0/1 dummy variable coded as 1 if there is 1 other professional sports in the 

city of the current team of interest, 0 if otherwise 

 

Prosport2- 0/1 dummy variable coded as 1 if there is 2 other professional sports in the 

city of the current team of interest, 0 if otherwise 

 

Prosport3- 0/1 dummy variable coded as 1 if there are 3 professional sports in the city of 

the current team of interest, 0 if otherwise 

 

Strike- 0/1 dummy variable coded as 1 if a strike occurred within the team or within the 

entire league within the last 5 years, 0 if otherwise 

 

Pop- the average population of the current city in which the team of interest resides 

 

Percap- the average per capita income of the city in which the team of interest resides 

 

Unemp- the national unemployment rate for the given year of interest 

 

Stunemp- the state unemployment rate for the given year and state of interest  

 

GDP- the national Gross Domestic Product for the given year of interest 
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Stgdp- the state Gross Domestic Product for the given year of interest 

 

Housest- the number of national new housing starts for the given year of interest 

 

Housestrg- the number of regional housing starts for the given year broken down by 

Northeast, Midwest, South, and West.  

 

Sold- the number of new homes sold for the given year nationally  

 

Soldrg- the number of new homes sold for the given year regionally broken down by 

Northeast, Midwest, South, and West 

 

Sttcpi- an estimate of the state consumer price index for the teams home state in a given 

year 

 

Sp500- annual estimate of the returns on the S&P500 index 

 

Fcp- Dummy variable for if stadium is at full capacity. Computed by multiplying Gmnbr  

and Stadcap to get Fcp. Then replaced by a dummy variable equal to 1 if attendance>= 

fcap , 0 if otherwise  

 

Stperch- an estimate of the actual deviation from „normal‟ in a given state during a given 

year. Computed by averaging state unemployment from 1976 -2008  and then subtracting 

this average from the stump level.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

\ 
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B1. Interpretation of other MLB variables 

Below are the results from the corrected OLS estimates for MLB.  The total number of 

observations are 606 and the model has an explanatory power of .94. As discussed in the 

results, the attendance variable was found to be heteroskedastic and was corrected when 

all variables in the regression were divided by the square-root of attendance. Only 

statistically significant terms will be described in detail below. Since the table displays 

the test statistic and p-values, they will not be repeated if the variable is significant. It 

must also be noted that since attendance is measured annually, the results impact the 

overall attendance rather than individual game attendance.  

Variable  Coef.  Test statisic  p-value  Significant ? 

Tprice 13407.47 7.19 0.00 Yes 

Tmagecu 47.67 0.31 0.75 No 

Stadage -955.07 -4.79 0.00 Yes 

Stdlast -41074 -2.63 0.00 Yes 

Dome -14941.84 -0.55 0.58 No 

Avgtemp -7366.01 -3.94 0.00 No 

rain  -906.67 -7.66 0.00 No 

Reloc 0 -2.01 0.04 Yes 

Strtup 42689.42 1.92 0.056 No 

Winper -395439.9 -6.00 0.00 Yes 

Champwin -20784.29 -0.93 0.35 No 

Playoff 49072.93 3.82 0.00 Yes 

Stadcap .558 1.23 0.21 No 

Gmnbr -4979.04 -9.61 0.00 Yes 

Duop -8603.78 -0.42 0.67 No 

Prosport1 -77869.28 -3.46 0.00 Yes 

Prosport2 -54674.08 -2.32 0.02 Yes 

Prosport3 -106028.4 -4.05 0.00 Yes 

Strike -9395.127 -0.87 0.38 No 
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Pop .009 1.72 0.08 No 

percap 3.15 1.74 0.08 No 

 

 

Ticket price (Tprice)- The sign of the  coefficient is positive indicating that for every 

1% increase in ticket price attendance will increase by 13,407.47 people, all else held 

equal. We can conclude that ticket price does affect attendance within our model. This 

result is surprising and contradicts previous analysis by sports economists.  

 

Stadium age (stadage) – The sign of the coefficient is negative indicating that for every 

1 year increase in the stadium age, attendance will decrease by 955.07 people, all else 

held equal. We can conclude that the age of the stadium does affect attendance within our 

model. This result contradicts previous work by Coates & Humphreys (2003) which 

shows that older stadiums attract fewer patrons and newer stadiums have „honeymoon 

effects‟ which temporarily increase attendance.  

 

Dome (dome) – The sign of the coefficient is negative indicating that if the stadium is a 

dome, then attendance will decrease by 53,155.6 people versus a non-dome facility.  

 

Average temperature (avgtemp) -  The sign of the coefficient is negative indicating that 

as average temperature increases, attendance decreases. Specifically for a 1% increase in 

the average temperature of a given city, attendance will decrease by 7,366 people, all else 

equal. This statistic‟s relation to attendance seems reasonable since most MLB stadiums 

are open air facilities and offer little shelter to patrons from the weather. 
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Rain (rain)- The sign of the coefficient indicates that for every 1% increase in the annual 

precipitation level, attendance decreases by 906  people, all else equal. Again this relation 

seems logical for the same reasons as average temperature.  

 

Winning percent (winper)- The sign of the coefficient is negative indicating that for 

every 1% increase in a team‟s winning percent, that attendance will decrease by 395,439 

people, all else equal. Again this relation seems problematic, since many papers reference 

the positive effect of winning percent on attendance. These include Coates & Humphreys 

(2003) and Noll (1973).  

 

Playoff (playoff)- The sign of the coefficient displays a positive relationship with 

attendance. If  a team makes it to the playoff round,  attendance will increase by 49,072 

compared to teams who did not make it to the playoffs. This variable displays the 

expected increase in attendance for winning teams.  

 

Game number (gmbnbr)- The sign of the coefficient displays a negative relation on 

attendance. For every 1 % increase in the total number of games played per season, 

attendance will decrease by 4979 people, holding all else equal.  

 

Presence of 1 other professional sport within the same city (prosport1)- The sign of 

the coefficient displays a negative relation indicating that if a professional sports team 

shares the market with only one other team, then attendance will decrease by 77,869 
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people compared to teams in markets without 1 other team present. This variable captures 

alternative entertainment forms for consumers.  

 

Presence of 2 other professional sport within the same city (prosport2)- The sign of 

the coefficient displays a negative relation indicating that if a professional sports team 

shares the market with 2 other teams, then attendance will decrease by 54,674 people 

compared to teams in markets without 2 other teams present. This decrease in magnitude 

of this variable compared to the prosport1 is interesting. It perhaps indicates that cities 

with more than one team cater to markets with a more loyal fans and a larger population 

base which could support two teams.  

 

Presence of  3 other  professional sport within the same city (prosport3)- The sign of 

the coefficient displays a negative relation indicating that if a professional sports team 

shares the market with 3 other teams, then attendance will decrease by  106,028  people 

compared to teams in markets without 3 other teams present. 

 

B. Interpretation of non-economic NBA variables 

Below are the estimated coefficients for the NBA. Tests for heteroscedasticity show that 

we cannot reject the null of homoscedasticity and no transformations were needed.  This 

data set had the smallest number of observations with 240, which is why it is interesting 

that so many variables  are found to be statistically significant compared when compared 

to the other larger data sets.  

.  

Variable  Coef. Test Statistic p-value  Significant?  
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Tprice 1700.21 2.65 0.00 Yes 

Tmagecu 1842.82 2.86 0.00 Yes 

Stadage -2517.48 -4.44 0.00 Yes 

 

stdnew 22174.43 1.47 0.14 No 

Stdlast 6256.14 0.28 0.77 No 

Dome dropped dropped dropped N/A 

Avgtemp -5694.11 -4.74 0.00 Yes 

rain  -1199.34 -2.13 0.03 Yes 

Reloc dropped dropped dropped N/A 

Strtup 68975.49 1.70 0.09 No 

Winper 155828.8 3.50 0.00 Yes 

Champwin 27049.38 1.12 0.26 No 

Playoff 

(divison) 

23481.5 1.79 0.07 No 

Stadcap -2.34 -2.14 0.03 Yes 

Gmnbr 8056.47 7.22 0.00 Yes 

Duop dropped dropped dropped N/A 

Prosport1 -83258.17 -3.73 0.00 Yes 

Prosport2 -118729.8 -7.02 0.00 Yes 

Prosport3 -64756.41 -3.26 0.00 Yes 

Strike 631818 0.28 0.78 No 

Pop .017 3.99 0.00 Yes 

percap -0.08 -0.01 0.98 No 

 

Ticket price (tprice)- The sign of the coefficient is positive indicating that for every 1% 

increase in the price of tickets, attendance will increase by 1,700 people.  Since all three 

teams exhibit this positive relation of price to attendance, we must conclude that either 

some omitted variable or measurement error must be present in the data.  

 

Current team age (teamagecu)- The sign of the coefficient is positive, indicating that 

for every 1% increase in team age, attendance will increase. Team age is often considered 

to capture fan loyalty, and it is strange it is only significant in the NBA, since NFL fans 

are often considered to be the most loyal by the media.  
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Stadium age (stadage) – The sign of the coefficient is negative indicating that for every 

1%    increase in the stadium age, attendance will decrease by 2,517 people, all else held 

equal.  

 

Average temperature (avgtemp)- The sign of the coefficient is negative indicating that 

for every 1% increase in the average temperature in the given city, attendance will 

decrease by about 5,694 people. 

 

Rain (rain)- The sign of the coefficient is negative indicating that for every 1% increase 

in average yearly precipitation, attendance will decrease by 1,199 people.  

 

Winning percentage (winper)- The sign of the coefficient is positive indicating that for 

every 1% increase in a team‟s winner percentage, attendance will increase by 15,5828 

people.  

 

Stadium capacity (stadcap)- The sign of the coefficient is negative indicating that for 

every 1% increase in a team‟s stadium capacity, attendance will decrease by 2.3 people. 

This seems strange since the larger the stadium, the more people can attend games. 

However, stadiums often become too large and are not „viewer friendly‟. (Baade and 

Tiehen, 1990).  

 

Game number (gmnbr)- The sign of the coefficient is positive indicating that for every 

1% increase in a team‟s games, attendance will increase.  
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Professional Sports (prosport1, prosport2, prosport3)- The signs of all three 

coefficients are negative indicating that with every additional substitute for a sporting 

event (with another sporting event or even another form of entertainment) attendance for 

the sporting event‟s attendance you are concerned with, will decrease.  It is interesting 

that the presence of two professional sporting teams has a larger impact on attendance 

than 3.  

 

Population (pop)-  The sign of the coefficient is positive indicating that for every 1% 

increase in a city‟s population, attendance will increase by .017. This may explain teams 

relocating to larger markets after the city they used to be located in experience a 

population decline.  

B3. Interpretation of non- economic NFL variables 

Below are the corrected OLS estimates for the NFL.  As mentioned in the Results 

section, the variable attendance was found to be heteroscedastic. The regression was 

corrected by dividing all variables within the regression by the inverse of attendance, or 

multiplying all variables by attendance.  There are also concerns about multicollinearity, 

since many of the variables are not statistically significant but the R-squared vale is .98. 

Variables that may have caused multicollinearity were dropped before this regression, but 

the problem still seems to persist.  The total number of observations for this regression is 

426. Only statistically significant terms will be described in detail below. Since the table 

displays the test statistic and p-values, they will not be repeated if the variable is 

significant. It must also be noted that since attendance is measured annually, the results 

impact the overall attendance rather than individual game attendance.  
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Variable  Coef. Test statistic p-value  Significant?  

Tprice 266.32 2.31 0.02 Yes 

Tmagecu -195.59 -2.97 0.00 Yes 

Stadage -16.65 -0.26 0.79 No 

stdnew -1538.97 -0.42 0.67 No 

Stdlast 6985.36 1.17 0.24 No 

Dome -6834.17 -3.34 0.01 Yes 

Reloc -2696.87 -0.51 .60 No 

Strtup 4766.64 0.75 0.45 No 

Winper 8141.86 1.5 0.13 No 

Champwin 147.62 .04 0.97 No 

Playoff 

(divison) 

2657.95 1.27 0.20 No 

Stadcap 1.60 11.58 0.00 Yes 

Gmnbr 69.45 0.01 0..99 No 

Duop Dropped dropped dropped N/a 

Prosport1 148.86 0.06 0.95 No 

Prosport2 -4550.80 -1.54 0.12 No 

Prosport3 2755.67 0.96 0.34 No 

Strike 6185.11 1.77 0.07 No 

Pop .0005 1.07 0.28 No 

percap -.186 -0.75 0.45 No 

 

 

Ticket price (Tprice) 
14

- The sign of the coefficient is positive indicating that for every 

1% increase in ticket price, attendance will increase by 266  people, all else held equal. 

We can conclude that ticket price does affect attendance within our model. The NFL 

ticket variable had a smaller impact on attendance than seen within the MLB model. 

 

Current team age (teamagecu)- Unlike MLB, team age is significant in both the NFL 

and NBA, but they have opposite signs. The sign of the coefficient negative indicating 

that a decrease of 195 people occur with every 1 year increase in team age.  

 

                                                 
14

 Not a misspelling here, but was originally when entered into the data  
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Dome (dome)-  The dome variable indicates that if the stadium is a dome, then 

attendance decreases by 6,834. This is interesting since the majority of football games are 

played in the fall or winter, some of the colder months of the year.  

 

Stadium capacity (stadap)- This coefficient has a positive impact upon attendance and 

for every 1% increase in stadium size, attendance increases by about 1. This seems like 

an obvious conclusion since a larger stadium can accommodate more patrons.  
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C. Regressions 

MLB Original Model 

 

regress attendance tprice tmagecu stadage stdnew stdlast dome avgtemp rain reloc  strtup 

winper champwin playoff stadca p gmnbr duop prosport1 prosport2 prosport3 strike pop 

percap unemp acstun housest housestreg gdp rlstgdp sold soldrg st 

cpi sp500 
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       _cons     -2662042   611103.7    -4.36   0.000     -3862314    -1461770

       sp500    -19259.43   12864.96    -1.50   0.135    -44527.56      6008.7

       stcpi     -7892.08   4758.387    -1.66   0.098    -17238.05    1453.894

      soldrg     3292.832   533.9423     6.17   0.000     2244.113    4341.551

        sold    -841.9419   457.7253    -1.84   0.066    -1740.963    57.07874

     rlstgdp     .0754227   .0229719     3.28   0.001     .0303036    .1205419

         gdp     31131.69   7637.592     4.08   0.000     16130.66    46132.73

 housestregn     -3877612   288263.8   -13.45   0.000     -4443792    -3311431

     housest     530.6234   166.3973     3.19   0.002     203.8016    857.4452

      acstun     -74958.3    15749.1    -4.76   0.000    -105891.2    -44025.4

       unemp     108694.4   26888.02     4.04   0.000     55883.45    161505.3

      percap     4.390472   7.845389     0.56   0.576     -11.0187    19.79964

         pop    -.0265252   .0258183    -1.03   0.305    -.0772351    .0241846

      strike    -87648.96    52749.5    -1.66   0.097    -191254.5    15956.61

   prosport3     361695.7   125833.1     2.87   0.004     114546.2    608845.3

   prosport2     380410.1   115726.5     3.29   0.001     153111.1    607709.1

   prosport1     332689.7   112707.2     2.95   0.003       111321    554058.5

        duop       199818   93167.19     2.14   0.032     16827.77    382808.1

       gmnbr     9627.106   2890.868     3.33   0.001     3949.137    15305.07

     stadcap    -1.591551   2.392134    -0.67   0.506    -6.289955    3.106853

     playoff     143807.2   55725.34     2.58   0.010     34356.76    253257.7

    champwin    -134191.7   94256.79    -1.42   0.155      -319322    50938.54

      winper      2354223   318848.6     7.38   0.000      1727971     2980475

      strtup       235553     107686     2.19   0.029     24046.45    447059.6

       reloc    (dropped)

        rain      1893.64   2086.576     0.91   0.365    -2204.615    5991.895

     avgtemp     16157.02   4235.686     3.81   0.000     7837.684    24476.35

        dome    -126116.7   64301.64    -1.96   0.050    -252411.9     178.552

     stdlast     14502.95   114770.6     0.13   0.899    -210918.7    239924.6

      stdnew     418338.2   68522.26     6.11   0.000     283753.2    552923.1

     stadage     1045.999   955.4796     1.09   0.274    -830.6636    2922.662

     tmagecu    -1165.342   737.5462    -1.58   0.115    -2613.961    283.2762

     tpricen    -9.05e+07   1.28e+07    -7.09   0.000    -1.16e+08   -6.55e+07

                                                                              

  attendance        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

       Total    3.4752e+14   605  5.7442e+11           Root MSE      =  4.0e+05

                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.7186

    Residual    9.2792e+13   574  1.6166e+11           R-squared     =  0.7330

       Model    2.5473e+14    31  8.2171e+12           Prob > F      =  0.0000

                                                       F( 31,   574) =   50.83

      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =     606

 
MLB- Breusch Pagan Heteroskedasticity Test  

         Prob > chi2  =   0.0000

         chi2(1)      =    21.55

         Variables: fitted values of absresid

         Ho: Constant variance

Breusch-Pagan / Cook-Weisberg test for heteroskedasticity 
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MLB- Heteroskedasticity Test 

 

                                                                              

       _cons     505443.2   46282.52    10.92   0.000       414564    596322.4

attendan~vsq    -2.11e+08   5.93e+07    -3.56   0.000    -3.27e+08   -9.44e+07

                                                                              

    absresid        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

       Total    4.7413e+13   659  7.1947e+10           Root MSE      =  2.7e+05

                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.0174

    Residual    4.6519e+13   658  7.0698e+10           R-squared     =  0.0189

       Model    8.9389e+11     1  8.9389e+11           Prob > F      =  0.0004

                                                       F(  1,   658) =   12.64

      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =     660

. regress absresid attendanceinvsq

                                                                              

       _cons     400065.2   22876.78    17.49   0.000     355144.9    444985.5

attendance~v    -9.03e+10   3.34e+10    -2.70   0.007    -1.56e+11   -2.46e+10

                                                                              

    absresid        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

       Total    4.7413e+13   659  7.1947e+10           Root MSE      =  2.7e+05

                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.0095

    Residual    4.6893e+13   658  7.1267e+10           R-squared     =  0.0110

       Model    5.1952e+11     1  5.1952e+11           Prob > F      =  0.0071

                                                       F(  1,   658) =    7.29

      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =     660

. regress absresid attendanceinv

                                                                              

       _cons     68403.67   51930.04     1.32   0.188     -33564.9    170372.3

attendancesq     201.2218   37.03447     5.43   0.000     128.5018    273.9418

                                                                              

    absresid        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

       Total    4.7413e+13   659  7.1947e+10           Root MSE      =  2.6e+05

                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.0415

    Residual    4.5377e+13   658  6.8962e+10           R-squared     =  0.0429

       Model    2.0359e+12     1  2.0359e+12           Prob > F      =  0.0000

                                                       F(  1,   658) =   29.52

      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =     660

. regress absresid attendancesq

                                                                              

       _cons     177349.8   28229.51     6.28   0.000       121919    232780.6

  attendance     .0852861    .013399     6.37   0.000     .0589761    .1115961

                                                                              

    absresid        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

       Total    4.7413e+13   659  7.1947e+10           Root MSE      =  2.6e+05

                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.0566

    Residual    4.4663e+13   658  6.7877e+10           R-squared     =  0.0580

       Model    2.7500e+12     1  2.7500e+12           Prob > F      =  0.0000

                                                       F(  1,   658) =   40.51

      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =     660

. regress absresid attendance

 
 

 

MLB- OLS – correcting for heteroscedasticity 

 

regress  newattednance tpricen tmagecun stadagen stdnewn stdlastn domn avgtempn 

rainn relocn  strtupn winpern champwinn  playoffn stadcapn gmnbrn duopn prosport1n 

prosport2n prosport3n striken popn percapn unempn acstunn housestn housestregn gdpn 

rlstgdpn soldn soldrgn stcpin sp500n 
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       _cons       2645.9   21.49972   123.07   0.000     2603.673    2688.128

      sp500n    -10586.99   2216.936    -4.78   0.000    -14941.29   -6232.694

      stcpin     -3407.64   1048.459    -3.25   0.001    -5466.924   -1348.356

     soldrgn     403.2949     156.18     2.58   0.010     96.54095    710.0488

       soldn       123.93   92.30167     1.34   0.180     -57.3602    305.2202

    rlstgdpn    -.0113249     .00574    -1.97   0.049    -.0225989    -.000051

        gdpn    -4563.426   1558.311    -2.93   0.004    -7624.112    -1502.74

 housestregn     5.538973   76.33252     0.07   0.942    -144.3861    155.4641

    housestn    -128.3881   33.16605    -3.87   0.000    -193.5298   -63.24653

     acstunn      13677.1   3119.705     4.38   0.000     7549.674    19804.53

      unempn       -24314    5262.99    -4.62   0.000    -34651.07   -13976.93

     percapn     3.162693   1.827581     1.73   0.084     -.426868    6.752254

        popn     .0108133   .0055785     1.94   0.053    -.0001436    .0217701

     striken    -11985.85   10910.33    -1.10   0.272    -33414.88    9443.183

  prosport3n     -96983.2   26358.08    -3.68   0.000    -148753.2   -45213.16

  prosport2n    -49964.47   23820.49    -2.10   0.036    -96750.43   -3178.514

  prosport1n     -82432.6   22736.77    -3.63   0.000      -127090   -37775.18

       duopn    -25863.24   20012.03    -1.29   0.197    -65168.98     13442.5

      gmnbrn    -4954.169   524.0104    -9.45   0.000     -5983.38   -3924.957

    stadcapn     .1150622   .4417624     0.26   0.795    -.7526058    .9827301

    playoffn     49868.45   12985.75     3.84   0.000     24363.07    75373.83

   champwinn    -20858.75      22643    -0.92   0.357    -65331.99     23614.5

     winpern    -360703.9   65940.55    -5.47   0.000    -490218.1   -231189.7

     strtupn     57097.26    22195.3     2.57   0.010     13503.35    100691.2

      relocn    (dropped)

       rainn    -1608.669   414.4558    -3.88   0.000    -2422.704   -794.6341

    avgtempn    -5871.782   884.2431    -6.64   0.000    -7608.528   -4135.035

        domn    -42965.72   13374.05    -3.21   0.001    -69233.77   -16697.67

    stdlastn    -14064.94   27632.08    -0.51   0.611    -68337.26    40207.37

     stdnewn    -38548.57   15757.01    -2.45   0.015       -69497   -7600.134

    stadagen    -784.4494   196.4809    -3.99   0.000    -1170.359   -398.5402

    tmagecun    -8.778575   155.5984    -0.06   0.955    -314.3902     296.833

     tpricen     15065.03   1833.139     8.22   0.000     11464.55    18665.51

                                                                              

newattedna~e        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

       Total    45428447.5   605   75088.343           Root MSE      =  64.953

                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.9438

    Residual    2421656.82   574  4218.91432           R-squared     =  0.9467

       Model    43006790.7    31  1387315.83           Prob > F      =  0.0000

                                                       F( 31,   574) =  328.83

      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =     606

 
 

 

MLB- OLS unemployment group  

 

regress  newattednance tpricen tmagecun stadagen stdnewn stdlastn domn avgtempn 

rainn relocn  strtupn winpern champwinn  playoffn stadcapn gmnbrn duopn prosport1n 

prosport2n prosport3n striken popn percapn unempn acstunn 
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       _cons     2649.857    22.2167   119.27   0.000     2606.243    2693.471

     acstunn     18770.19   3355.671     5.59   0.000     12182.57    25357.82

      unempn    -36111.03   4919.708    -7.34   0.000    -45769.07   -26452.99

     percapn    -7.842652   .9239552    -8.49   0.000    -9.656498   -6.028806

        popn     .0191267   .0047522     4.02   0.000     .0097974    .0284559

     striken    -25369.97   10555.89    -2.40   0.016    -46092.57   -4647.371

  prosport3n    -66876.56   20313.26    -3.29   0.001    -106754.2   -26998.95

  prosport2n     -8673.29   18286.54    -0.47   0.635    -44572.18     27225.6

  prosport1n    -59564.95   17905.48    -3.33   0.001    -94715.78   -24414.12

       duopn    -32244.34   21364.12    -1.51   0.132    -74184.92     9696.24

      gmnbrn    -6533.838   494.9738   -13.20   0.000    -7505.537   -5562.139

    stadcapn    -1.651751    .480577    -3.44   0.001    -2.595187   -.7083145

    playoffn     92730.41   14133.89     6.56   0.000     64983.72    120477.1

   champwinn    -24483.55   26123.48    -0.94   0.349    -75767.38    26800.28

     winpern    -663881.7      69999    -9.48   0.000    -801298.9   -526464.4

     strtupn     21272.78   25508.96     0.83   0.405    -28804.68    71350.23

      relocn    -6891.202   37038.85    -0.19   0.852    -79603.35    65820.95

       rainn    -1511.748   423.1278    -3.57   0.000    -2342.404   -681.0922

    avgtempn    -5902.994   577.8363   -10.22   0.000    -7037.363   -4768.625

        domn    -26322.46   13403.35    -1.96   0.050    -52635.01    -9.91129

    stdlastn     14798.39   29012.13     0.51   0.610    -42156.26    71753.04

     stdnewn    -9712.021   14209.42    -0.68   0.495       -37607    18182.95

    stadagen    -571.9523    222.547    -2.57   0.010    -1008.841   -135.0631

    tmagecun    -638.2705   150.7911    -4.23   0.000    -934.2933   -342.2477

     tpricen     9208.088   1376.992     6.69   0.000     6504.871     11911.3

                                                                              

newattedna~e        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

       Total    60853407.9   774   78621.974           Root MSE      =  82.118

                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.9142

    Residual    5057485.23   750  6743.31364           R-squared     =  0.9169

       Model    55795922.6    24  2324830.11           Prob > F      =  0.0000

                                                       F( 24,   750) =  344.76

      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =     775

 
 

 

 

 

 

MLB- OLS Housing Starts  

 regress  newattednance tpricen tmagecun stadagen stdnewn stdlastn domn avgtempn 

rainn relocn  strtupn winpern champwinn playoffn stadcapn gmnbrn duopn prosport1n 

prosport2n prosport3n striken popn percapn housestn housestregn 
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       _cons     2502.101   17.34145   144.28   0.000     2468.073    2536.128

 housestregn     228.7625   29.10807     7.86   0.000     171.6463    285.8787

    housestn    -76.68364   11.95236    -6.42   0.000    -100.1367   -53.23056

     percapn     -5.08242   .7211536    -7.05   0.000    -6.497477   -3.667363

        popn     .0238175   .0038508     6.19   0.000     .0162614    .0313735

     striken    -43871.24   6715.702    -6.53   0.000    -57048.88    -30693.6

  prosport3n    -98933.52   14351.99    -6.89   0.000    -127095.2   -70771.86

  prosport2n    -45796.37   11814.99    -3.88   0.000    -68979.89   -22612.85

  prosport1n    -71693.17   11762.69    -6.09   0.000    -94774.08   -48612.25

       duopn    -45862.68   15691.11    -2.92   0.004    -76651.97   -15073.38

      gmnbrn    -6725.501   432.0892   -15.57   0.000    -7573.352    -5877.65

    stadcapn    -.6406559   .2992919    -2.14   0.033     -1.22793   -.0533815

    playoffn     83137.93   11754.08     7.07   0.000     60073.91    106201.9

   champwinn    -21133.12   19425.31    -1.09   0.277    -59249.72    16983.49

     winpern    -555490.2   53694.73   -10.35   0.000    -660850.7   -450129.7

     strtupn      26032.9   14821.01     1.76   0.079    -3049.079    55114.88

      relocn    -38494.71   17327.86    -2.22   0.027    -72495.65    -4493.76

       rainn    -2816.678   353.3592    -7.97   0.000    -3510.044   -2123.312

    avgtempn    -7952.281   559.7942   -14.21   0.000    -9050.716   -6853.846

        domn    -39471.68   12374.17    -3.19   0.001    -63752.43   -15190.92

    stdlastn     28761.83   19219.94     1.50   0.135    -8951.786    66475.44

     stdnewn     -17939.4    10609.7    -1.69   0.091     -38757.9    2879.096

    stadagen    -772.3262    190.044    -4.06   0.000    -1145.233   -399.4194

    tmagecun     55.17027   133.6957     0.41   0.680    -207.1692    317.5098

     tpricen      11227.9   1268.552     8.85   0.000     8738.729    13717.07

                                                                              

newattedna~e        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

       Total    97041731.3  1080  89853.4549           Root MSE      =  83.091

                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.9232

    Residual    7290724.73  1056  6904.09539           R-squared     =  0.9249

       Model    89751006.6    24  3739625.27           Prob > F      =  0.0000

                                                       F( 24,  1056) =  541.65

      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =    1081

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MLB- OLS GDP 

 

regress  newattednance tpricen tmagecun stadagen stdnewn stdlastn domn avgtempn 

rainn relocn  strtupn winpern champwinn playoffn stadcapn gmnbrn duopn prosport1n 

prosport2n prosport3n striken popn percapn gdpn rlstgdpn 
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       _cons     2546.815   18.73123   135.97   0.000     2510.055    2583.576

    rlstgdpn    -.0098546   .0046069    -2.14   0.033    -.0188959   -.0008133

        gdpn    -4357.853   572.8097    -7.61   0.000    -5482.012   -3233.694

     percapn     1.110173    1.22509     0.91   0.365    -1.294108    3.514453

        popn     .0008579     .00417     0.21   0.837    -.0073259    .0090417

     striken    -43609.24   7157.845    -6.09   0.000    -57656.76   -29561.72

  prosport3n    -83427.42   17598.43    -4.74   0.000      -117965   -48889.89

  prosport2n    -60113.95   15582.69    -3.86   0.000    -90695.53   -29532.38

  prosport1n     -87152.2   14730.37    -5.92   0.000    -116061.1   -58243.34

       duopn    -7110.326   16743.06    -0.42   0.671    -39969.17    25748.52

      gmnbrn    -7628.184   424.5994   -17.97   0.000    -8461.475   -6794.893

    stadcapn    -.5997773   .3362097    -1.78   0.075      -1.2596     .060046

    playoffn     94051.52   12613.59     7.46   0.000      69296.9    118806.1

   champwinn    -36131.91   21749.58    -1.66   0.097    -78816.21    6552.386

     winpern    -669819.7   57914.83   -11.57   0.000    -783479.5   -556159.8

     strtupn     2159.412   15630.62     0.14   0.890    -28516.22    32835.04

      relocn    -34118.99   27957.06    -1.22   0.223    -88985.68     20747.7

       rainn    -1901.225   361.6978    -5.26   0.000     -2611.07   -1191.381

    avgtempn    -4452.562   535.3866    -8.32   0.000    -5503.276   -3401.847

        domn    -14695.19   12205.98    -1.20   0.229    -38649.85    9259.464

    stdlastn     22024.82   20829.73     1.06   0.291    -18854.24    62903.88

     stdnewn    -38527.22   11240.64    -3.43   0.001    -60587.38   -16467.07

    stadagen    -733.5953   195.1745    -3.76   0.000    -1116.632   -350.5586

    tmagecun    -346.5207   133.1544    -2.60   0.009    -607.8407   -85.20061

     tpricen     16504.79   1549.404    10.65   0.000     13464.03    19545.55

                                                                              

newattedna~e        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

       Total    84757100.8   948  89406.2245           Root MSE      =  82.664

                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.9236

    Residual    6314015.39   924  6833.34999           R-squared     =  0.9255

       Model    78443085.4    24  3268461.89           Prob > F      =  0.0000

                                                       F( 24,   924) =  478.31

      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =     949

 
 

 

 

 

  

 

 

MLB- OLS Home Sales  

 

 regress  newattednance tpricen tmagecun stadagen stdnewn stdlastn domn avgtempn 

rainn relocn  strtupn winpern champwinn playoffn stadcapn gmnbrn duopn prosport1n 

prosport2n prosport3n striken popn percapn  soldn soldrgn 
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       _cons     2522.028   17.65204   142.87   0.000     2487.388    2556.667

     soldrgn     581.3506   59.83502     9.72   0.000     463.9342    698.7671

       soldn    -204.3884   31.03744    -6.59   0.000    -265.2943   -143.4825

     percapn    -5.595011   .7592509    -7.37   0.000    -7.084916   -4.105105

        popn     .0257822   .0039494     6.53   0.000     .0180321    .0335323

     striken    -45776.31   7071.248    -6.47   0.000    -59652.48   -31900.14

  prosport3n    -100042.6   14964.29    -6.69   0.000    -129407.5   -70677.58

  prosport2n    -45611.76    12554.2    -3.63   0.000    -70247.32   -20976.21

  prosport1n    -69838.73   12457.27    -5.61   0.000    -94284.08   -45393.38

       duopn    -47499.54   16438.65    -2.89   0.004     -79757.7   -15241.38

      gmnbrn    -6360.587   439.6122   -14.47   0.000    -7223.255    -5497.92

    stadcapn    -.6695816   .3264123    -2.05   0.040    -1.310112   -.0290509

    playoffn     80643.72   12041.49     6.70   0.000     57014.25    104273.2

   champwinn    -19662.23   19984.31    -0.98   0.325    -58878.18    19553.72

     winpern    -578860.1   55031.53   -10.52   0.000    -686850.5   -470869.7

     strtupn     31640.67   15139.72     2.09   0.037      1931.45    61349.89

      relocn    -30822.75    18800.2    -1.64   0.101    -67715.08    6069.575

       rainn     -2722.68   354.6369    -7.68   0.000    -3418.597   -2026.763

    avgtempn    -8732.682   574.6667   -15.20   0.000    -9860.371   -7604.992

        domn    -34363.35   12162.37    -2.83   0.005    -58230.03   -10496.68

    stdlastn     38960.83   20956.44     1.86   0.063    -2162.756    80084.41

     stdnewn    -22700.66   10758.26    -2.11   0.035    -43811.98   -1589.329

    stadagen    -801.9425   193.8565    -4.14   0.000    -1182.354   -421.5308

    tmagecun      196.373   138.6639     1.42   0.157    -75.73229    468.4783

     tpricen     12876.62   1300.746     9.90   0.000     10324.12    15429.12

                                                                              

newattedna~e        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

       Total    91342425.6  1025  89114.5616           Root MSE      =  82.557

                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.9235

    Residual    6822409.53  1001  6815.59393           R-squared     =  0.9253

       Model    84520016.1    24  3521667.34           Prob > F      =  0.0000

                                                       F( 24,  1001) =  516.71

      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =    1026

 
 

 

 

  

 

 

MLB- OLS State CPI and S&P500 

 

 regress  newattednance tpricen tmagecun stadagen stdnewn stdlastn domn avgtempn 

rainn relocn  strtupn winpern champwinn playoffn stadcapn gmnbrn duopn prosport1n 

prosport2n prosport3n striken popn percapn  stcpin sp500n 
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       _cons     2528.465   18.05148   140.07   0.000     2493.039    2563.892

      sp500n    -3569.628   1212.784    -2.94   0.003    -5949.742   -1189.513

      stcpin     -4520.07   508.8914    -8.88   0.000     -5518.78    -3521.36

     percapn     5.785957   1.538112     3.76   0.000      2.76738    8.804534

        popn    -.0041882   .0040595    -1.03   0.302    -.0121552    .0037787

     striken    -21118.93   7136.954    -2.96   0.003    -35125.35   -7112.505

  prosport3n    -54779.94   15043.63    -3.64   0.000    -84303.37   -25256.51

  prosport2n    -27299.83   11998.74    -2.28   0.023    -50847.61   -3752.051

  prosport1n    -63025.29   11946.21    -5.28   0.000    -86469.98    -39580.6

       duopn    -1829.662    15927.5    -0.11   0.909    -33087.72     29428.4

      gmnbrn    -7353.667   386.6632   -19.02   0.000    -8112.502   -6594.832

    stadcapn    -.3642033   .3060032    -1.19   0.234     -.964741    .2363344

    playoffn     79616.78    12134.5     6.56   0.000     55802.58      103431

   champwinn    -18489.76   19859.21    -0.93   0.352    -57463.86    20484.35

     winpern    -678955.7   53406.89   -12.71   0.000    -783767.9   -574143.6

     strtupn     5069.873   14467.91     0.35   0.726    -23323.71    33463.46

      relocn    -52726.45    17747.4    -2.97   0.003     -87556.1    -17896.8

       rainn    -1917.501   362.6303    -5.29   0.000     -2629.17   -1205.831

    avgtempn    -5954.003   499.7591   -11.91   0.000    -6934.791   -4973.216

        domn    -18630.98   12794.03    -1.46   0.146    -43739.53    6477.562

    stdlastn      10321.2   20153.87     0.51   0.609    -29231.18    49873.58

     stdnewn    -45304.23   11782.06    -3.85   0.000    -68426.77   -22181.69

    stadagen    -823.9519   197.4808    -4.17   0.000    -1211.512   -436.3916

    tmagecun    -289.5311   128.8614    -2.25   0.025    -542.4243   -36.63795

     tpricen     12917.98   1580.396     8.17   0.000     9816.418    16019.54

                                                                              

newattedna~e        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

       Total    80692905.3   953  84672.5134           Root MSE      =  80.783

                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.9229

    Residual    6062571.48   929  6525.91117           R-squared     =  0.9249

       Model    74630333.8    24  3109597.24           Prob > F      =  0.0000

                                                       F( 24,   929) =  476.50

      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =     954

 
 

 

 

 

 

MLB- Fixed Effects  

 

xi: regress  newattednance tpricen tmagecun stadagen stdnewn stdlastn domn avgtempn 

rainn relocn  strtupn winpern champ winn playoffn stadcapn gmnbrn duopn prosport1n  

prosport2n prosport3n striken popn percapn unempn acstunn housestn house stregn gdpn 

rlstgdpn soldn soldrgn stcpin sp500n i.year i.team 
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i.year            _Iyear_1-58         (naturally coded; _Iyear_1 omitted) 

i.team            _Iteam_1-29         (naturally coded; _Iteam_1 omitted) 

 

      sp500n      23529.8   6330.111     3.72   0.000     11094.01    35965.59

      stcpin    -6349.791   1425.997    -4.45   0.000    -9151.226   -3548.355

     soldrgn     273.2757   152.1421     1.80   0.073    -25.61436    572.1658

       soldn     18.19796    82.8721     0.22   0.826     -144.608     181.004

    rlstgdpn     .0040739   .0041926     0.97   0.332    -.0041627    .0123104

        gdpn    -1943.503   2084.496    -0.93   0.352    -6038.589    2151.583

 housestregn    -119.9616   73.45676    -1.63   0.103    -264.2708     24.3475

    housestn    -14.46757   46.97276    -0.31   0.758    -106.7477    77.81255

     acstunn     2981.192   2395.858     1.24   0.214    -1725.579    7687.963

      unempn     -4619.48   12496.29    -0.37   0.712    -29169.02    19930.06

     percapn    -1.397779   1.667057    -0.84   0.402    -4.672788     1.87723

        popn    -.0298794   .0120977    -2.47   0.014    -.0536458   -.0061129

     striken     43525.44   26324.55     1.65   0.099    -8190.333    95241.22

  prosport3n     66960.63   36762.47     1.82   0.069    -5260.909    139182.2

  prosport2n     106121.3   27623.25     3.84   0.000     51854.17    160388.4

  prosport1n     87764.91   25914.92     3.39   0.001     36853.88    138675.9

       duopn     8078.247   63864.04     0.13   0.899    -117385.6    133542.1

      gmnbrn    -11007.46   1196.407    -9.20   0.000    -13357.86   -8657.062

    stadcapn    -.1005983   .5165461    -0.19   0.846    -1.115377    .9141799

    playoffn     34702.91   8853.434     3.92   0.000     17309.94    52095.89

   champwinn     -18244.8   14964.29    -1.22   0.223    -47642.83    11153.24

     winpern    -118003.5   48917.29    -2.41   0.016    -214103.8   -21903.31

     strtupn    -14618.22   19303.96    -0.76   0.449    -52541.73    23305.29

      relocn    (dropped)

       rainn    -414.8509   1216.435    -0.34   0.733    -2804.592    1974.891

    avgtempn    -5213.075   2239.679    -2.33   0.020    -9613.026   -813.1227

        domn    -9639.518   19552.07    -0.49   0.622    -48050.44    28771.41

    stdlastn     4034.123   18168.21     0.22   0.824    -31658.16     39726.4

     stdnewn     26147.02   11348.13     2.30   0.022     3853.101    48440.94

    stadagen    -99.12321   241.8069    -0.41   0.682    -574.1639    375.9175

    tmagecun    -541.7453   428.1739    -1.27   0.206    -1382.912    299.4219

     tpricen     941.8811   1856.079     0.51   0.612     -2704.47    4588.232

                                                                              

newattedna~e        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

       Total    45428447.5   605   75088.343           Root MSE      =  40.798

                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.9778

    Residual    863855.767   519  1664.46198           R-squared     =  0.9810

       Model    44564591.7    86  518192.927           Prob > F      =  0.0000

                                                       F( 86,   519) =  311.33

      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =     606
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   _Iyear_54     6.484286   52.77649     0.12   0.902    -97.19752    110.1661

   _Iyear_53     12.49135   47.04214     0.27   0.791    -79.92506    104.9078

   _Iyear_52     8.651385   47.54133     0.18   0.856    -84.74571    102.0485

   _Iyear_51     10.21135   49.58124     0.21   0.837    -87.19324    107.6159

   _Iyear_50     5.163125   51.08062     0.10   0.920    -95.18707    105.5133

   _Iyear_49    -10.21037   52.35057    -0.20   0.845    -113.0554     92.6347

   _Iyear_48    -21.92536   53.50841    -0.41   0.682    -127.0451    83.19434

   _Iyear_47    -83.88859   56.82281    -1.48   0.140    -195.5196    27.74239

   _Iyear_46    -112.4824   57.09564    -1.97   0.049    -224.6494   -.3154488

   _Iyear_45    -217.7236    56.6604    -3.84   0.000    -329.0355   -106.4117

   _Iyear_44    -361.5453   57.49529    -6.29   0.000    -474.4974   -248.5932

   _Iyear_43    -125.7483    60.5107    -2.08   0.038    -244.6243   -6.872314

   _Iyear_42    -156.8793    63.0141    -2.49   0.013    -280.6733   -33.08521

   _Iyear_41    -177.0991    64.4364    -2.75   0.006    -303.6874   -50.51089

   _Iyear_40    -238.5494   76.16584    -3.13   0.002    -388.1806   -88.91812

   _Iyear_39    -240.8294   73.82038    -3.26   0.001    -385.8529   -95.80591

   _Iyear_38    -244.4485   60.35116    -4.05   0.000    -363.0111   -125.8859

   _Iyear_37    -238.3722   61.45001    -3.88   0.000    -359.0935   -117.6508

   _Iyear_36    -250.5478   63.28601    -3.96   0.000     -374.876   -126.2196

   _Iyear_35    -293.6305   64.12882    -4.58   0.000    -419.6145   -167.6465

   _Iyear_34    -367.8186   63.84318    -5.76   0.000    -493.2414   -242.3958

   _Iyear_33    -341.7316    69.1684    -4.94   0.000     -477.616   -205.8471

   _Iyear_32    -408.5438   71.66339    -5.70   0.000    -549.3298   -267.7579

   _Iyear_31    -730.5409   71.15871   -10.27   0.000    -870.3354   -590.7463

   _Iyear_30    -435.7626    66.8191    -6.52   0.000    -567.0317   -304.4935

   _Iyear_29    -500.9914   66.43256    -7.54   0.000    -631.5012   -370.4817

   _Iyear_28    -505.9177   65.71122    -7.70   0.000    -635.0103    -376.825

   _Iyear_27      -522.78   66.22484    -7.89   0.000    -652.8817   -392.6783

   _Iyear_26    -525.4158   74.67557    -7.04   0.000    -672.1193   -378.7122

   _Iyear_25    -423.8695   95.88954    -4.42   0.000    -612.2489   -235.4902

 
 

                                                                              

       _cons     2915.858   68.64572    42.48   0.000         2781    3050.716

   _Iteam_29    (dropped)

   _Iteam_28    (dropped)

   _Iteam_27    -82.37179   48.20398    -1.71   0.088    -177.0707    12.32711

   _Iteam_26     -56.4506   44.45996    -1.27   0.205    -143.7942      30.893

   _Iteam_25    -108.3656   48.57784    -2.23   0.026    -203.7989   -12.93218

   _Iteam_24    -69.29825   36.57704    -1.89   0.059    -141.1555    2.558996

   _Iteam_23    -63.93921   32.07565    -1.99   0.047    -126.9533   -.9251359

   _Iteam_22    -85.63503   51.74644    -1.65   0.099    -187.2933    16.02319

   _Iteam_21    -2.027631   44.78414    -0.05   0.964     -90.0081    85.95284

   _Iteam_20    (dropped)

   _Iteam_19     137.6398   53.28166     2.58   0.010     32.96552     242.314

   _Iteam_18     111.6933   55.53294     2.01   0.045     2.596323    220.7903

   _Iteam_17    -120.6629   53.17973    -2.27   0.024    -225.1369   -16.18891

   _Iteam_16    -149.9317   50.75134    -2.95   0.003     -249.635   -50.22836

   _Iteam_15     73.43512    43.9945     1.67   0.096    -12.99407    159.8643

   _Iteam_14    -6.967042    47.4265    -0.15   0.883    -100.1386    86.20447

   _Iteam_13    -105.4977   45.72581    -2.31   0.021    -195.3281   -15.66725

   _Iteam_12    -82.07655   45.60703    -1.80   0.072    -171.6736    7.520519

   _Iteam_11    -4.215809    54.1091    -0.08   0.938    -110.5156     102.084

   _Iteam_10    -69.80598      44.87    -1.56   0.120    -157.9551    18.34317

    _Iteam_9    -1.520246   41.67376    -0.04   0.971    -83.39023    80.34974

    _Iteam_8    -64.59897   46.72947    -1.38   0.167    -156.4011     27.2032

    _Iteam_7    -77.11916   49.19325    -1.57   0.118    -173.7615    19.52321

    _Iteam_6    -22.90582   53.86273    -0.43   0.671    -128.7216    82.90995

    _Iteam_5    -13.35697    53.0034    -0.25   0.801    -117.4846    90.77061

    _Iteam_4    -37.53376   55.08613    -0.68   0.496     -145.753    70.68543

    _Iteam_3    -4.958735    47.4155    -0.10   0.917    -98.10863    88.19116

    _Iteam_2    -84.55835   47.04516    -1.80   0.073    -176.9807    7.863997
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MLB- Log- Lin Form  

 

regress lnnewattednance tpricen tmagecun stadagen stdnewn stdlastn domn avgtempn  

rainn relocn strtupn winpern champwinn playoffn stadcapn gmnbrn duopn prosport1n 

prosport2n prosport3n striken popn percapn unempn acstunn housestn housestregn gdpn 

rlstgdpn soldn soldrgn stcpin sp500n 

 

                                                                              

       _cons     8.173358   .0106802   765.28   0.000     8.152381    8.194335

      sp500n    -10.87148   1.101285    -9.87   0.000    -13.03452   -8.708439

      stcpin    -1.216165   .5208324    -2.34   0.020    -2.239135   -.1931952

     soldrgn     .2494673    .077584     3.22   0.001     .0970842    .4018504

       soldn     .0869077   .0458518     1.90   0.059      -.00315    .1769654

    rlstgdpn    -7.34e-06   2.85e-06    -2.57   0.010    -.0000129   -1.74e-06

        gdpn    -5.098588   .7741063    -6.59   0.000    -6.619014   -3.578162

 housestregn     .0368358   .0379189     0.97   0.332     -.037641    .1113126

    housestn    -.0839246   .0164756    -5.09   0.000    -.1162844   -.0515649

     acstunn     11.08367   1.549744     7.15   0.000     8.039805    14.12753

      unempn      -21.721   2.614443    -8.31   0.000    -26.85605   -16.58596

     percapn     .0030902   .0009079     3.40   0.001     .0013071    .0048734

        popn     8.12e-06   2.77e-06     2.93   0.004     2.68e-06    .0000136

     striken    -15.47367   5.419813    -2.86   0.004    -26.11876    -4.82859

  prosport3n     -79.0436   13.09364    -6.04   0.000    -104.7609   -53.32631

  prosport2n    -58.23049   11.83307    -4.92   0.000    -81.47188    -34.9891

  prosport1n    -76.14372   11.29472    -6.74   0.000    -98.32774   -53.95971

       duopn    -29.27928   9.941177    -2.95   0.003     -48.8048    -9.75376

      gmnbrn    -3.113801   .2603074   -11.96   0.000    -3.625072    -2.60253

    stadcapn     -.000699   .0002194    -3.19   0.002      -.00113    -.000268

    playoffn     30.42747     6.4508     4.72   0.000     17.75742    43.09753

   champwinn    -6.083337   11.24814    -0.54   0.589    -28.17586    16.00919

     winpern    -246.4416   32.75662    -7.52   0.000     -310.779   -182.1041

     strtupn     20.50696   11.02574     1.86   0.063     -1.14875    42.16267

      relocn    (dropped)

       rainn     -1.15816    .205885    -5.63   0.000     -1.56254   -.7537799

    avgtempn    -3.770697   .4392565    -8.58   0.000    -4.633443   -2.907951

        domn    -16.19235   6.643693    -2.44   0.015    -29.24126   -3.143432

    stdlastn    -1.365876   13.72651    -0.10   0.921    -28.32619    25.59444

     stdnewn    -32.26877   7.827452    -4.12   0.000    -47.64271   -16.89482

    stadagen    -.5002466   .0976038    -5.13   0.000    -.6919508   -.3085423

    tmagecun     .1115697    .077295     1.44   0.149    -.0402459    .2633853

     tpricen     8.479933   .9106301     9.31   0.000      6.69136    10.26851

                                                                              

lnnewatted~e        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                                                              

       Total    26.2219218   605  .043342019           Root MSE      =  .03227

                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.9760

    Residual    .597593342   574  .001041103           R-squared     =  0.9772

       Model    25.6243284    31  .826591239           Prob > F      =  0.0000

                                                       F( 31,   574) =  793.96

      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =     606
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NBA- OLS  

 

regress  attendance trpice tmagecu stadage stdnew stdlast dome avgtemp rain reloc strtup 

winper champwinprev playoffs stadcap gmnbr duop prosport1 prosport2 prosport3 strike 

pop percap unemp rlstunmp housest housst reg gdp rlstgdp sold soldrg stcpi sp500 

 

                                                                              
       _cons     529629.9   225676.8     2.35   0.020      84747.6    974512.1
       sp500       2909.3   10251.15     0.28   0.777    -17299.06    23117.65
       stcpi     2984.323   2530.359     1.18   0.240    -2003.837    7972.483
      soldrg    -1190.459   330.8377    -3.60   0.000    -1842.647   -538.2702
        sold     512.4627   231.9456     2.21   0.028     55.22257    969.7028
     rlstgdp    -.0080055   .0047762    -1.68   0.095     -.017421    .0014101
         gdp    -6161.635   2778.638    -2.22   0.028    -11639.23   -684.0371
   housstreg     919.9146   200.3487     4.59   0.000     524.9623    1314.867
     housest    -263.5629   142.8818    -1.84   0.067    -545.2293    18.10346
    rlstunmp     5443.737   8287.473     0.66   0.512    -10893.56    21781.04
       unemp    -12231.77   12203.83    -1.00   0.317    -36289.49    11825.94
      percap    -.0314367   5.688405    -0.01   0.996    -11.24513    11.18226
         pop     .0180312   .0044695     4.03   0.000     .0092204    .0268421
      strike     6318.418   22728.03     0.28   0.781    -38485.92    51122.75
   prosport3    -64772.84   20000.59    -3.24   0.001    -104200.5   -25345.17
   prosport2    -118915.8   16952.65    -7.01   0.000    -152334.9   -85496.57
   prosport1     -82707.5   22401.15    -3.69   0.000    -126867.4   -38547.55
        duop    (dropped)
       gmnbr     8055.857   1117.455     7.21   0.000     5852.991    10258.72
     stadcap    -2.363462   1.098902    -2.15   0.033    -4.529756   -.1971688
    playoffs     22763.06   13110.17     1.74   0.084    -3081.342    48607.47
champwinprev     16939.51   24616.82     0.69   0.492    -31588.24    65467.27
      winper     162011.6    44154.9     3.67   0.000     74967.96    249055.3
      strtup      68435.6   40659.74     1.68   0.094    -11717.96    148589.2
       reloc    (dropped)
        rain    -1254.695   565.7164    -2.22   0.028    -2369.906    -139.484
     avgtemp    -5700.343    1204.36    -4.73   0.000    -8074.528   -3326.159
        dome    (dropped)
     stdlast     6922.904   22004.25     0.31   0.753    -36454.62    50300.43
      stdnew      22830.2   15213.33     1.50   0.135    -7160.214    52820.62
     stadage    -2543.669   576.9716    -4.41   0.000    -3681.067   -1406.271
     tmagecu     1860.933   646.6935     2.88   0.004     586.0897    3135.775
      trpice     1722.711   651.8752     2.64   0.009     437.6535    3007.769
                                                                              
  attendance        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

       Total    4.0833e+12   239  1.7085e+10           Root MSE      =   69743
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.7153
    Residual    1.0215e+12   210  4.8640e+09           R-squared     =  0.7498
       Model    3.0618e+12    29  1.0558e+11           Prob > F      =  0.0000
                                                       F( 29,   210) =    21.71
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      240
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NBA- OLS Unemployment  

 

regress  attendance trpice tmagecu stadage stdnew stdlast dome avgtemp rain reloc strtup 

winper champwinprev playoffs stadcap gmnbr duop prosport1 prosport2 prosport3 strike 

pop percap unemp rlstunmp 

 

                                                                              
       _cons     54412.15   81951.38     0.66   0.507    -106720.1    215544.4
    rlstunmp     691.2318   5335.806     0.13   0.897    -9799.996    11182.46
       unemp    -5283.572   7271.941    -0.73   0.468    -19581.61    9014.471
      percap     .7647743   .7630776     1.00   0.317     -.735584    2.265133
         pop     .0111497    .003163     3.53   0.000     .0049306    .0173688
      strike     14705.18   15988.06     0.92   0.358    -16730.44    46140.79
   prosport3    -17414.33   13778.27    -1.26   0.207    -44505.07    9676.416
   prosport2    -51544.26   11607.12    -4.44   0.000     -74366.1   -28722.42
   prosport1    -53683.64    13015.5    -4.12   0.000    -79274.62   -28092.66
        duop    (dropped)
       gmnbr     8917.634   682.3465    13.07   0.000     7576.009    10259.26
     stadcap    -.9532184   .7490271    -1.27   0.204    -2.425951    .5195138
    playoffs     15130.04   9442.067     1.60   0.110    -3434.893    33694.97
champwinprev     48090.46   20592.62     2.34   0.020      7601.39    88579.53
      winper     232198.6   32217.28     7.21   0.000     168853.2      295544
      strtup     79241.04   35801.34     2.21   0.027     8848.673    149633.4
       reloc     38866.14   23045.34     1.69   0.093    -6445.459    84177.74
        rain    -423.8275   374.7379    -1.13   0.259    -1160.635    312.9797
     avgtemp    -3220.805   603.5462    -5.34   0.000    -4407.493   -2034.116
        dome    (dropped)
     stdlast    -11501.11   20446.17    -0.56   0.574    -51702.24    28700.02
      stdnew    -2281.582   10981.74    -0.21   0.836     -23873.8    19310.64
     stadage    -2998.383   405.7596    -7.39   0.000    -3796.184   -2200.581
     tmagecu      1042.34   444.8666     2.34   0.020     167.6466    1917.034
      trpice     828.1524   425.6271     1.95   0.052    -8.712787    1665.018
                                                                              
  attendance        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

       Total    6.0361e+12   404  1.4941e+10           Root MSE      =   72784
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.6454
    Residual    2.0236e+12   382  5.2975e+09           R-squared     =  0.6647
       Model    4.0125e+12    22  1.8239e+11           Prob > F      =  0.0000
                                                       F( 22,   382) =    34.43
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      405
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NBA- OLS Housing Starts 

 

regress  attendance trpice tmagecu stadage stdnew stdlast dome avgtemp rain reloc strtup 

winper champwinprev playoffs stadcap gmnbr duop prosport1 prosport2 prosport3 strike 

pop percap housest housstreg 

 

                                                                              
       _cons     79469.88   78081.45     1.02   0.309    -74029.09    232968.9
   housstreg     48.44063   28.97467     1.67   0.095    -8.520175    105.4014
     housest    -28.41305   20.41057    -1.39   0.165    -68.53783    11.71173
      percap      .691402   .7326857     0.94   0.346     -.748972    2.131776
         pop     .0103796   .0029509     3.52   0.000     .0045785    .0161807
      strike     14532.67   15469.18     0.94   0.348    -15877.92    44943.27
   prosport3    -11460.88    12239.5    -0.94   0.350     -35522.3    12600.54
   prosport2    -47711.27   11194.97    -4.26   0.000    -69719.26   -25703.28
   prosport1    -47684.84   12127.13    -3.93   0.000    -71525.35   -23844.33
        duop    (dropped)
       gmnbr     8745.564   651.1376    13.43   0.000     7465.503    10025.62
     stadcap    -1.284673   .7678162    -1.67   0.095    -2.794109    .2247636
    playoffs     15856.28   9188.778     1.73   0.085    -2207.784    33920.33
champwinprev     39265.84   20266.87     1.94   0.053    -576.4568    79108.14
      winper     231826.6   31163.34     7.44   0.000     170563.1    293090.1
      strtup     57353.13   28260.47     2.03   0.043     1796.357    112909.9
       reloc     41299.42   22062.54     1.87   0.062    -2072.949    84671.79
        rain    -815.0667   300.9723    -2.71   0.007    -1406.743   -223.3905
     avgtemp    -3453.391    611.776    -5.64   0.000     -4656.07   -2250.711
        dome    (dropped)
     stdlast    -13513.07   19414.35    -0.70   0.487    -51679.41    24653.27
      stdnew    -935.9915   10545.08    -0.09   0.929    -21666.38     19794.4
     stadage    -3111.339   398.0027    -7.82   0.000    -3893.765   -2328.912
     tmagecu     1479.129   435.3181     3.40   0.001     623.3443    2334.913
      trpice     1039.103   403.7718     2.57   0.010     245.3347     1832.87
                                                                              
  attendance        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

       Total    6.1952e+12   424  1.4611e+10           Root MSE      =   71615
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.6490
    Residual    2.0617e+12   402  5.1287e+09           R-squared     =  0.6672
       Model    4.1334e+12    22  1.8788e+11           Prob > F      =  0.0000
                                                       F( 22,   402) =    36.63
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      425
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NBA- OLS GDP  

 

regress  attendance trpice tmagecu stadage stdnew stdlast dome avgtemp rain reloc strtup 

winper champwinprev playoffs stadcap gmnbr duop prosport1 prosport2 prosport3 strike 

pop percap  gdp rlstgdp 

 

                                                                              
       _cons    -7405.996   73240.96    -0.10   0.920      -151398      136586
     rlstgdp    -.0066643   .0024997    -2.67   0.008    -.0115787   -.0017498
         gdp     325.8304   549.0636     0.59   0.553    -753.6304    1405.291
      percap     .5955193   1.003446     0.59   0.553     -1.37726    2.568298
         pop     .0102124   .0030206     3.38   0.001     .0042739    .0161509
      strike     16278.43   15486.68     1.05   0.294    -14168.44    46725.29
   prosport3    -13498.83   12326.64    -1.10   0.274    -37733.04    10735.38
   prosport2    -50012.32   11605.02    -4.31   0.000    -72827.83   -27196.82
   prosport1    -52143.15    12364.9    -4.22   0.000    -76452.57   -27833.72
        duop    (dropped)
       gmnbr      8739.03   649.7218    13.45   0.000     7461.675    10016.39
     stadcap    -1.127739   .7410913    -1.52   0.129    -2.584727    .3292484
    playoffs     16681.99   9350.662     1.78   0.075    -1701.439    35065.42
champwinprev     48885.32   20130.43     2.43   0.016     9308.827    88461.81
      winper     227056.3   31923.82     7.11   0.000       164294    289818.7
      strtup     107417.8   38419.25     2.80   0.005     31885.47    182950.2
       reloc     48645.78   22857.43     2.13   0.034     3708.003    93583.55
        rain    -712.8144   297.0645    -2.40   0.017    -1296.844   -128.7847
     avgtemp    -2635.071   507.2988    -5.19   0.000    -3632.422    -1637.72
        dome    (dropped)
     stdlast    -16029.96    19433.4    -0.82   0.410    -54236.09    22176.17
      stdnew    -6164.693   10941.33    -0.56   0.573    -27675.37    15345.99
     stadage    -3303.802    416.447    -7.93   0.000    -4122.538   -2485.066
     tmagecu     1377.585   436.5512     3.16   0.002     519.3241    2235.846
      trpice       812.36   410.7371     1.98   0.049     4.849443    1619.871
                                                                              
  attendance        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

       Total    6.1599e+12   416  1.4808e+10           Root MSE      =   71596
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.6538
    Residual    2.0196e+12   394  5.1260e+09           R-squared     =  0.6721
       Model    4.1403e+12    22  1.8820e+11           Prob > F      =  0.0000
                                                       F( 22,   394) =    36.71
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      417
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NBA- OLS Home Sales 

 

.regress  attendance trpice tmagecu stadage stdnew stdlast dome avgtemp rain reloc strtup 

winper champwinprev playoffs stadcap gmnbr duop prosport1 prosport2 prosport3 strike 

pop percap  sold soldrg 

 

                                                                              
       _cons     91421.82   76239.99     1.20   0.231    -58467.42      241311
      soldrg     87.78323   48.57083     1.81   0.071    -7.707931    183.2744
        sold    -46.53092   29.46728    -1.58   0.115    -104.4642    11.40231
      percap     .9838734   .7732243     1.27   0.204       -.5363    2.504047
         pop     .0109754    .002979     3.68   0.000     .0051186    .0168322
      strike     13368.91   15853.96     0.84   0.400    -17800.26    44538.08
   prosport3    -14193.71   12393.99    -1.15   0.253    -38560.53    10173.11
   prosport2    -51670.12   11470.46    -4.50   0.000    -74221.25   -29118.99
   prosport1     -51956.3    12373.6    -4.20   0.000    -76283.02   -27629.58
        duop    (dropped)
       gmnbr     8669.524     656.18    13.21   0.000     7379.462    9959.586
     stadcap    -1.334454   .7707544    -1.73   0.084    -2.849771    .1808637
    playoffs     11820.45   9320.882     1.27   0.205     -6504.58    30145.47
champwinprev     43744.43   20177.66     2.17   0.031     4074.785    83414.08
      winper     239063.4   31631.91     7.56   0.000     176874.5    301252.3
      strtup     69084.81   30042.96     2.30   0.022     10019.79    128149.8
       reloc     37624.93   22361.31     1.68   0.093    -6337.821    81587.69
        rain    -559.4229   306.6061    -1.82   0.069    -1162.216    43.37042
     avgtemp    -3821.545    661.334    -5.78   0.000     -5121.74    -2521.35
        dome    (dropped)
     stdlast    -12812.07   19967.58    -0.64   0.521     -52068.7    26444.56
      stdnew      -6518.3   10740.24    -0.61   0.544     -27633.8     14597.2
     stadage    -3167.666   400.3452    -7.91   0.000    -3954.752    -2380.58
     tmagecu     1414.174   438.0352     3.23   0.001     552.9886    2275.359
      trpice     993.2452   406.2541     2.44   0.015      194.542    1791.948
                                                                              
  attendance        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

       Total    6.1059e+12   415  1.4713e+10           Root MSE      =   71526
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.6523
    Residual    2.0105e+12   393  5.1159e+09           R-squared     =  0.6707
       Model    4.0954e+12    22  1.8615e+11           Prob > F      =  0.0000
                                                       F( 22,   393) =    36.39
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      416
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NBA- OLS State CPI &  S&P500  

 

regress  attendance trpice tmagecu stadage stdnew stdlast dome avgtemp rain reloc strtup 

winper champwinprev playoffs stadcap gmnbr duop prosport1 prosport2 prosport3 strike 

pop percap  stcpi sp500 

 

       _cons     285306.6   117886.5     2.42   0.016     52998.21    517615.1
       sp500     1354.423   6828.047     0.20   0.843       -12101    14809.85
       stcpi    -363.1469   1531.473    -0.24   0.813    -3381.084     2654.79
      percap     -3.40968   3.595977    -0.95   0.344    -10.49595    3.676592
         pop     .0130077   .0035204     3.69   0.000     .0060704     .019945
      strike      8592.27   19379.84     0.44   0.658    -29597.85    46782.39
   prosport3    -62903.19   18146.51    -3.47   0.001     -98662.9   -27143.48
   prosport2    -103452.2   16706.94    -6.19   0.000    -136375.1   -70529.37
   prosport1    -93383.06   20916.81    -4.46   0.000      -134602   -52164.16
        duop    (dropped)
       gmnbr     8315.735   911.6819     9.12   0.000     6519.165    10112.31
     stadcap    -1.455136   .9420032    -1.54   0.124    -3.311457     .401186
    playoffs     24184.93   13248.86     1.83   0.069    -1923.413    50293.27
champwinprev     43261.68   24215.71     1.79   0.075    -4458.059    90981.42
      winper       191850   44141.98     4.35   0.000     104863.3    278836.6
      strtup        84259   40304.99     2.09   0.038     4833.541    163684.5
       reloc    (dropped)
        rain    -522.7312   408.0877    -1.28   0.202    -1326.913    281.4509
     avgtemp    -4257.701   764.6706    -5.57   0.000     -5764.57   -2750.833
        dome    (dropped)
     stdlast     1707.128   22111.11     0.08   0.939    -41865.26    45279.52
      stdnew     8374.648   14138.17     0.59   0.554    -19486.19    36235.49
     stadage     -2849.19   475.9553    -5.99   0.000    -3787.113   -1911.268
     tmagecu     1623.345   583.3787     2.78   0.006     473.7323    2772.957
      trpice     1690.007   605.8751     2.79   0.006     496.0629    2883.951
                                                                              
  attendance        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

       Total    4.1549e+12   245  1.6959e+10           Root MSE      =   72003
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.6943
    Residual    1.1613e+12   224  5.1844e+09           R-squared     =  0.7205
       Model    2.9936e+12    21  1.4255e+11           Prob > F      =  0.0000
                                                       F( 21,   224) =    27.50
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      246
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 NBA- Heteroskedasticity Tests 

 

         Prob > chi2  =    0.7580
         chi2( 1)      =      0.09

         Variables: fitted values of attendance
         Ho: Constant variance
Breusch-Pagan / Cook-Weisberg test for heteroskedasticity 

 

                                                                              
       _cons        42093   12971.45     3.25   0.001     16539.48    67646.52
  attendance     .0152132   .0195646     0.78   0.438    -.0233288    .0537551
                                                                              
    absresid        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

       Total    3.7293e+11   239  1.5604e+09           Root MSE      =   39534
                                                       Adj R-squared = -0.0017
    Residual    3.7199e+11   238  1.5630e+09           R-squared     =  0.0025
       Model     945033680     1   945033680           Prob > F      =  0.4376
                                                       F(  1,   238) =     0.60
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      240

. regress absresid attendance

 
 

. 

                                                                              
       _cons     46544.83   10556.91     4.41   0.000     25747.92    67341.75
attendance~v     3.37e+09   6.35e+09     0.53   0.596    -9.13e+09    1.59e+10
                                                                              
    absresid        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

       Total    3.7293e+11   239  1.5604e+09           Root MSE      =   39561
                                                       Adj R-squared = -0.0030
    Residual    3.7249e+11   238  1.5651e+09           R-squared     =  0.0012
       Model     441004067     1   441004067           Prob > F      =  0.5960
                                                       F(  1,   238) =     0.28
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      240

. regress absresid attendanceinv

 

                                                                              
       _cons     46544.83   10556.91     4.41   0.000     25747.92    67341.75
attendance~v     3.37e+09   6.35e+09     0.53   0.596    -9.13e+09    1.59e+10
                                                                              
    absresid        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

       Total    3.7293e+11   239  1.5604e+09           Root MSE      =   39561
                                                       Adj R-squared = -0.0030
    Residual    3.7249e+11   238  1.5651e+09           R-squared     =  0.0012
       Model     441004067     1   441004067           Prob > F      =  0.5960
                                                       F(  1,   238) =     0.28
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      240

. regress absresid attendanceinv

                                                                              
       _cons     46678.05   22171.34     2.11   0.036     3000.928    90355.17
attendan~vsq      4202972   1.75e+07     0.24   0.810    -3.02e+07    3.86e+07
                                                                              
    absresid        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

       Total    3.7293e+11   239  1.5604e+09           Root MSE      =   39580
                                                       Adj R-squared = -0.0040
    Residual    3.7284e+11   238  1.5666e+09           R-squared     =  0.0002
       Model    90868874.6     1  90868874.6           Prob > F      =  0.8099
                                                       F(  1,   238) =     0.06
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      240

. regress absresid attendanceinvsq
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NBA- Log-Lin Form 

 

regress  lnattendance trpice tmagecu stadage stdnew stdlast dome avgtemp rain reloc 

strtup winper champwinp rev playoffs stadcap gmnbr duop prosport1 prosport2 prosport3 

strike pop percap unemp rlstunmp housest hous streg gdp rlstgdp sold soldrg stcpi sp500 

 

                                                                              
       _cons     12.90751   .3583287    36.02   0.000     12.20113    13.61389
       sp500     .0015103   .0162767     0.09   0.926    -.0305764    .0335971
       stcpi     .0060384   .0040177     1.50   0.134    -.0018818    .0139586
      soldrg    -.0016185   .0005253    -3.08   0.002     -.002654    -.000583
        sold     .0006729   .0003683     1.83   0.069    -.0000531    .0013989
     rlstgdp    -1.26e-08   7.58e-09    -1.66   0.099    -2.75e-08    2.38e-09
         gdp    -.0100081   .0044119    -2.27   0.024    -.0187054   -.0013108
   housstreg      .001318   .0003181     4.14   0.000     .0006909    .0019451
     housest    -.0003462   .0002269    -1.53   0.129    -.0007934     .000101
    rlstunmp     .0081278   .0131588     0.62   0.537    -.0178125    .0340681
       unemp    -.0165641   .0193772    -0.85   0.394    -.0547628    .0216347
      percap    -2.48e-06   9.03e-06    -0.27   0.784    -.0000203    .0000153
         pop     2.22e-08   7.10e-09     3.12   0.002     8.19e-09    3.62e-08
      strike     .0088294   .0360875     0.24   0.807    -.0623107    .0799696
   prosport3    -.1006047   .0317569    -3.17   0.002    -.1632078   -.0380016
   prosport2    -.1843063   .0269173    -6.85   0.000    -.2373691   -.1312434
   prosport1    -.1167441   .0355685    -3.28   0.001    -.1868611   -.0466271
        duop    (dropped)
       gmnbr     .0153862   .0017743     8.67   0.000     .0118885    .0188839
     stadcap    -4.26e-06   1.74e-06    -2.44   0.016    -7.70e-06   -8.18e-07
    playoffs     .0345122   .0208163     1.66   0.099    -.0065234    .0755479
champwinprev     .0207899   .0390865     0.53   0.595    -.0562622    .0978421
      winper     .2657914    .070109     3.79   0.000     .1275838     .403999
      strtup     .1182621   .0645594     1.83   0.068    -.0090054    .2455296
       reloc    (dropped)
        rain    -.0015721   .0008982    -1.75   0.082    -.0033428    .0001986
     avgtemp    -.0089181   .0019123    -4.66   0.000    -.0126878   -.0051484
        dome    (dropped)
     stdlast     .0040761   .0349383     0.12   0.907    -.0647985    .0729508
      stdnew     .0251985   .0241557     1.04   0.298    -.0224202    .0728172
     stadage    -.0043373   .0009161    -4.73   0.000    -.0061433   -.0025314
     tmagecu     .0031003   .0010268     3.02   0.003     .0010761    .0051245
      trpice      .003358    .001035     3.24   0.001     .0013175    .0053984
                                                                              
lnattendance        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

       Total    11.4669747   239  .047978974           Root MSE      =  .11074
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.7444
    Residual    2.57517472   210  .012262737           R-squared     =  0.7754
       Model    8.89180001    29  .306613794           Prob > F      =  0.0000
                                                       F( 29,   210) =    25.00
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      240
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NBA- Fixed Effects  

. xi: regress attendance trpice tmagecu stadage stdnew stdlast dome avgtemp rain reloc 

strtup winper champwinprev playoffs stadcap gmnbr duop prosport1 prosport2 prosport3 

strike pop percap unemp rlstunmp housest housstreg gdp rlstgdp sold soldrg stcpi sp500 

i.year i.team 

i.year            _Iyear_41-58        (naturally coded; _Iyear_41 omitted) 

i.team            _Iteam_1-29         (naturally coded; _Iteam_1 omitted) 

 

   _Iyear_42    (dropped)
       sp500    -3765.222   10033.67    -0.38   0.708    -23558.26    16027.82
       stcpi     583.3033    4071.93     0.14   0.886    -7449.241    8615.847
      soldrg    -1037.132   423.7945    -2.45   0.015    -1873.136   -201.1288
        sold     87.72852   269.4458     0.33   0.745    -443.7971    619.2541
     rlstgdp     -.013275   .0046129    -2.88   0.004    -.0223746   -.0041754
         gdp     1660.409   5389.521     0.31   0.758    -8971.299    12292.12
   housstreg     1000.785   308.0875     3.25   0.001     393.0322    1608.538
     housest    -92.46803   173.8289    -0.53   0.595    -435.3738    250.4378
    rlstunmp     261.5804   7434.144     0.04   0.972    -14403.48    14926.64
       unemp     5265.394   22539.86     0.23   0.816    -39198.15    49728.94
      percap     1.060804   8.156826     0.13   0.897    -15.02986    17.15147
         pop    -.0023305     .05383    -0.04   0.966     -.108519    .1038579
      strike     27113.34   26225.14     1.03   0.303    -24620.02     78846.7
   prosport3    -90100.51   135239.8    -0.67   0.506      -356883      176682
   prosport2    -69012.49     136271    -0.51   0.613    -337829.3    199804.3
   prosport1      456.538   136491.4     0.00   0.997      -268795    269708.1
        duop    (dropped)
       gmnbr     9311.138    1182.17     7.88   0.000     6979.114    11643.16
     stadcap     1.008645   1.191074     0.85   0.398    -1.340943    3.358232
    playoffs     15754.08   11512.99     1.37   0.173     -6957.17    38465.33
champwinprev     -4009.98   21368.33    -0.19   0.851     -46162.5    38142.54
      winper     206270.4   36479.44     5.65   0.000     134308.7      278232
      strtup     98974.43    35962.2     2.75   0.006     28033.15    169915.7
       reloc    (dropped)
        rain    -3619.316   5298.571    -0.68   0.495    -14071.61    6832.977
     avgtemp    -1733.236   5099.485    -0.34   0.734     -11792.8    8326.328
        dome    (dropped)
     stdlast     10635.81   18494.58     0.58   0.566    -25847.76    47119.38
      stdnew    -8787.708   13958.26    -0.63   0.530    -36322.65    18747.23
     stadage    -3656.043   551.9702    -6.62   0.000    -4744.894   -2567.192
     tmagecu    -6044.121   2368.322    -2.55   0.012    -10716.02    -1372.22
      trpice     972.8728   687.8929     1.41   0.159    -384.1078    2329.853
                                                                              
  attendance        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

       Total    4.0833e+12   239  1.7085e+10           Root MSE      =   55274
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.8212
    Residual    5.7437e+11   188  3.0552e+09           R-squared     =  0.8593
       Model    3.5089e+12    51  6.8802e+10           Prob > F      =  0.0000
                                                       F( 51,   188) =    22.52
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      240
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   _Iyear_58    (dropped)
   _Iyear_57    (dropped)
   _Iyear_56    (dropped)
   _Iyear_55    (dropped)
   _Iyear_54     19622.14   69829.49     0.28   0.779    -118127.9    157372.2
   _Iyear_53     206.4344   61226.72     0.00   0.997    -120573.2    120986.1
   _Iyear_52     12207.23   47432.67     0.26   0.797    -81361.43    105775.9
   _Iyear_51    -3171.067   24245.32    -0.13   0.896     -50998.9    44656.76
   _Iyear_50    (dropped)
   _Iyear_49    (dropped)
   _Iyear_48    (dropped)
   _Iyear_47     4062.539   19499.95     0.21   0.835    -34404.29    42529.37
   _Iyear_46     8074.221   17083.37     0.47   0.637     -25625.5    41773.95
   _Iyear_45    (dropped)
   _Iyear_44    (dropped)
   _Iyear_43     10011.04   17753.91     0.56   0.574    -25011.42    45033.51

 

                                                                              
       _cons    -271886.2     543931    -0.50   0.618     -1344878    801106.2
   _Iteam_29    (dropped)
   _Iteam_28    (dropped)
   _Iteam_27      55228.9   73049.26     0.76   0.451    -88872.64    199330.4
   _Iteam_26    (dropped)
   _Iteam_25    (dropped)
   _Iteam_24    (dropped)
   _Iteam_23     349254.7   95560.46     3.65   0.000     160746.2    537763.3
   _Iteam_22    -136538.9   103116.2    -1.32   0.187    -339952.3    66874.45
   _Iteam_21     203684.8   58094.89     3.51   0.001     89083.15    318286.4
   _Iteam_20     637527.1   391137.8     1.63   0.105    -134055.9     1409110
   _Iteam_19    (dropped)
   _Iteam_18    (dropped)
   _Iteam_17    (dropped)
   _Iteam_16     86624.83   48303.95     1.79   0.075    -8662.567    181912.2
   _Iteam_15    (dropped)
   _Iteam_14    (dropped)
   _Iteam_13     203431.3   67964.97     2.99   0.003     69359.36    337503.3
   _Iteam_12    (dropped)
   _Iteam_11    (dropped)
   _Iteam_10     5985.877   59189.34     0.10   0.920    -110774.7    122746.5
    _Iteam_9     171471.2   102076.9     1.68   0.095    -29892.19    372834.5
    _Iteam_8     334294.9   66719.57     5.01   0.000     202679.7    465910.1
    _Iteam_7     139203.7   127127.9     1.09   0.275    -111576.8    389984.2
    _Iteam_6    -3214.179   72774.38    -0.04   0.965    -146773.5    140345.1
    _Iteam_5     160797.1   38785.72     4.15   0.000     84285.96    237308.2
    _Iteam_4     397107.9   130031.7     3.05   0.003     140599.2    653616.5
    _Iteam_3    (dropped)
    _Iteam_2     445864.2   122143.2     3.65   0.000     204916.8    686811.5
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NFL- OLS Original  

regress  attendance trpice tmagecu stadage stdnew stdlast dome reloc strtup winper 

champwin divison stadcap gmnbr duop prosport1 prosport2 prosport3 strike pop percap 

unemp rlstunemp housest housstreg gdp rlstgdp sold soldrg stcpi sp500 

 

. 

                                                                              
       _cons     206965.7   73493.87     2.82   0.005     62482.07    351449.3
       sp500     2759.393   2719.001     1.01   0.311    -2585.965    8104.752
       stcpi     -2026.25   806.0838    -2.51   0.012    -3610.952   -441.5476
      soldrg     121.3715    95.7853     1.27   0.206    -66.93541    309.6785
        sold     99.29889   84.19734     1.18   0.239    -66.22696    264.8247
     rlstgdp    (dropped)
         gdp     2398.142   1036.482     2.31   0.021     360.4935     4435.79
   housstreg    -156.8443   54.71527    -2.87   0.004    -264.4106   -49.27807
     housest    -134.3703   38.83572    -3.46   0.001    -210.7185   -58.02206
   rlstunemp    (dropped)
       unemp      2295.89   3564.059     0.64   0.520    -4710.792    9302.571
      percap     1.450645   .8421948     1.72   0.086    -.2050485    3.106339
         pop     .0025739   .0017485     1.47   0.142    -.0008635    .0060113
      strike    -42335.84   9753.142    -4.34   0.000    -61509.81   -23161.88
   prosport3     13450.65   9938.548     1.35   0.177    -6087.816    32989.11
   prosport2    -16852.64    9891.07    -1.70   0.089    -36297.77     2592.48
   prosport1     9362.196   9261.912     1.01   0.313    -8846.049    27570.44
        duop    (dropped)
       gmnbr    (dropped)
     stadcap     4.324752   .4060916    10.65   0.000     3.526405    5.123099
     divison     12298.11   7216.166     1.70   0.089    -1888.345    26484.57
    champwin    -7734.907   14195.47    -0.54   0.586    -35642.18    20172.36
      winper     120078.4   17418.03     6.89   0.000     85835.79    154320.9
      strtup     17442.88   22691.81     0.77   0.443    -27167.57    62053.33
       reloc    -25939.38   17569.81    -1.48   0.141    -60480.34    8601.588
        dome     -5901.68   6888.979    -0.86   0.392    -19444.91    7641.553
     stdlast     117.3004   20676.19     0.01   0.995    -40530.59    40765.19
      stdnew     18074.61   12036.88     1.50   0.134    -5589.032    41738.24
     stadage     297.0323   223.0905     1.33   0.184    -141.5475     735.612
     tmagecu    -523.1722    225.843    -2.32   0.021    -967.1632   -79.18122
      trpice     672.2107   408.2299     1.65   0.100    -130.3395    1474.761
                                                                              
  attendance        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

       Total    2.6525e+12   425  6.2411e+09           Root MSE      =   52747
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.5542
    Residual    1.1101e+12   399  2.7822e+09           R-squared     =  0.5815
       Model    1.5424e+12    26  5.9322e+10           Prob > F      =  0.0000
                                                       F( 26,   399) =    21.32
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      426
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NFL- OLS Heteroscedasticity Test  

         Prob > chi2  =    0.0000
         chi2( 1)      =     34.25

         Variables: fitted values of attendance
         Ho: Constant variance
Breusch-Pagan / Cook-Weisberg test for heteroskedasticity 

 
  

                                                                              
       _cons      -113356    15032.7    -7.54   0.000    -142903.9   -83808.13
attendan~vsq     1.05e+08   1.05e+07    10.01   0.000     8.42e+07    1.25e+08
                                                                              
    absresid        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

       Total    4.6005e+11   425  1.0825e+09           Root MSE      =   29626
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.1892
    Residual    3.7214e+11   424   877699721           R-squared     =  0.1911
       Model    8.7909e+10     1  8.7909e+10           Prob > F      =  0.0000
                                                       F(  1,   424) =   100.16
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      426

. regress absresid attendanceinvsq

                                                                              
       _cons    -35525.42   6833.783    -5.20   0.000    -48957.73   -22093.11
attendance~v     3.49e+10   3.24e+09    10.76   0.000     2.85e+10    4.13e+10
                                                                              
    absresid        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

       Total    4.6005e+11   425  1.0825e+09           Root MSE      =   29195
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.2126
    Residual    3.6140e+11   424   852357818           R-squared     =  0.2144
       Model    9.8654e+10     1  9.8654e+10           Prob > F      =  0.0000
                                                       F(  1,   424) =   115.74
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      426

. regress absresid attendanceinv

                                                                              
       _cons     185353.1   17859.76    10.38   0.000     150248.4    220457.8
attendancesq    -211.2437   25.24205    -8.37   0.000    -260.8588   -161.6285
                                                                              
    absresid        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

       Total    4.6005e+11   425  1.0825e+09           Root MSE      =   30516
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.1397
    Residual    3.9484e+11   424   931216322           R-squared     =  0.1418
       Model    6.5218e+10     1  6.5218e+10           Prob > F      =  0.0000
                                                       F(  1,   424) =    70.04
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      426

. regress absresid attendancesq

                                                                              
       _cons     108466.9   9618.281    11.28   0.000     89561.45    127372.4
  attendance    -.1439518   .0189787    -7.58   0.000    -.1812559   -.1066478
                                                                              
    absresid        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

       Total    4.6005e+11   425  1.0825e+09           Root MSE      =   30910
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.1174
    Residual    4.0509e+11   424   955398496           R-squared     =  0.1195
       Model    5.4965e+10     1  5.4965e+10           Prob > F      =  0.0000
                                                       F(  1,   424) =    57.53
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      426

. regress absresid attendance
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NFL- OLS Corrected  

regress  newattendance trpicenn tmagecunn stadagenn stdnewnn stdlastnn domenn 

relocnn strtupnn winpernn champwinnn divisonnn stadcapnn gmnbrnn duopnn 

prosport1nn prosport2nn prosport3nn strikenn popnn percapnn unempnn rlstunempn 

housestnn housstregnn gdpnn rlstgdpnn soldnn soldrgnn stcpinn sp500nn 

 

. 

                                                                              
       _cons    -1.86e+11   3.52e+09   -52.91   0.000    -1.93e+11   -1.79e+11
     sp500nn    -1475.049   890.6125    -1.66   0.098    -3225.956    275.8567
     stcpinn     270.9156   242.6293     1.12   0.265    -206.0831    747.9144
    soldrgnn    -22.14588   28.18722    -0.79   0.433    -77.56076      33.269
      soldnn    -28.21295   26.61267    -1.06   0.290    -80.53233    24.10642
   rlstgdpnn     742163.3   97863.33     7.58   0.000     549768.2    934558.4
       gdpnn     143.3202   312.7411     0.46   0.647    -471.5156    758.1559
 housstregnn     12.32293   16.78825     0.73   0.463    -20.68205     45.3279
   housestnn     11.75606   12.90025     0.91   0.363    -13.60529     37.1174
  rlstunempn    (dropped)
     unempnn     1322.247   1072.205     1.23   0.218    -785.6628    3430.157
    percapnn     -.186366   .2494621    -0.75   0.455    -.6767979    .3040658
       popnn     .0005214   .0004878     1.07   0.286    -.0004376    .0014804
    strikenn     6185.118   3502.972     1.77   0.078    -701.5751    13071.81
 prosport3nn     2755.674   2884.837     0.96   0.340    -2915.793    8427.141
 prosport2nn    -4550.806   2962.665    -1.54   0.125    -10375.28    1273.667
 prosport1nn     148.8627   2675.181     0.06   0.956    -5110.429    5408.155
      duopnn    (dropped)
     gmnbrnn     69.45614   5643.323     0.01   0.990    -11025.08    11163.99
   stadcapnn     1.608002   .1388009    11.58   0.000     1.335125    1.880878
   divisonnn     2657.953   2094.051     1.27   0.205    -1458.863    6774.769
  champwinnn     147.6212   3955.563     0.04   0.970    -7628.848     7924.09
    winpernn     8141.867   5423.659     1.50   0.134    -2520.817    18804.55
    strtupnn     4766.645   6387.469     0.75   0.456    -7790.846    17324.14
     relocnn    -2696.879   5246.647    -0.51   0.608    -13011.56    7617.805
      domenn    -6834.172    2044.08    -3.34   0.001    -10852.75   -2815.599
   stdlastnn     6985.362    5964.63     1.17   0.242    -4740.846    18711.57
    stdnewnn    -1538.971   3623.509    -0.42   0.671    -8662.636    5584.693
   stadagenn    -16.65033   65.01923    -0.26   0.798    -144.4754    111.1747
   tmagecunn    -195.5964   65.89319    -2.97   0.003    -325.1396    -66.0532
    trpicenn     266.3265   115.1927     2.31   0.021     39.86246    492.7905
                                                                              
newattenda~e        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

       Total    2.3809e+24   425  5.6022e+21           Root MSE      =  7.9e+09
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.9889
    Residual    2.4617e+22   397  6.2007e+19           R-squared     =  0.9897
       Model    2.3563e+24    28  8.4154e+22           Prob > F      =  0.0000
                                                       F( 28,   397) =  1357.18
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      426
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NFL- OLS Corrected- Unemployment  

 

. regress  newattendance trpicenn tmagecunn stadagenn stdnewnn stdlastnn domenn 

relocnn strtupnn winpernn champwinnn divisonnn stadcapnn gmnbrnn duopnn 

prosport1nn prosport2nn prosport3nn strikenn popnn percapnn unempnn rlstunempn 

 

                                                                              
       _cons    -2.01e+11   2.63e+09   -76.31   0.000    -2.06e+11   -1.96e+11
  rlstunempn     853668.5   69706.23    12.25   0.000     716789.9      990547
     unempnn     792.2313   617.4148     1.28   0.200    -420.1545    2004.617
    percapnn     .1973815   .1222063     1.62   0.107    -.0425887    .4373516
       popnn    -.0001026   .0003477    -0.30   0.768    -.0007854    .0005802
    strikenn     2413.236   1845.057     1.31   0.191    -1209.807    6036.279
 prosport3nn     2180.626   2104.742     1.04   0.301    -1952.348    6313.601
 prosport2nn    -1290.138   2120.145    -0.61   0.543    -5453.359    2873.083
 prosport1nn    -1812.652   1979.672    -0.92   0.360    -5700.032    2074.729
      duopnn    (dropped)
     gmnbrnn     -2838.92   4185.809    -0.68   0.498    -11058.38    5380.539
   stadcapnn     1.381783   .0962972    14.35   0.000     1.192689    1.570877
   divisonnn      224.876   1630.048     0.14   0.890    -2975.965    3425.717
  champwinnn     837.8268   3245.615     0.26   0.796    -5535.422    7211.075
    winpernn     2479.807   3977.639     0.62   0.533    -5330.878    10290.49
    strtupnn     2850.998   4397.137     0.65   0.517    -5783.434    11485.43
     relocnn     3832.849   3490.272     1.10   0.273    -3020.818    10686.52
      domenn    -6907.014   1445.891    -4.78   0.000    -9746.235   -4067.793
   stdlastnn     1394.398   4899.241     0.28   0.776    -8225.991    11014.79
    stdnewnn    -6134.702   2179.494    -2.81   0.005    -10414.46   -1854.942
   stadagenn    -73.46673   45.33613    -1.62   0.106     -162.491    15.55751
   tmagecunn    -61.30628   39.52271    -1.55   0.121     -138.915    16.30244
    trpicenn     172.5837   47.89739     3.60   0.000     78.53005    266.6373
                                                                              
newattenda~e        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

       Total    3.7322e+24   666  5.6038e+21           Root MSE      =  7.6e+09
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.9896
    Residual    3.7553e+22   645  5.8221e+19           R-squared     =  0.9899
       Model    3.6946e+24    21  1.7593e+23           Prob > F      =  0.0000
                                                       F( 21,   645) =  3021.80
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      667
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NFL- OLS corrected – Housing Starts 

regress  newattendance trpicenn tmagecunn stadagenn stdnewnn stdlastnn domenn 

relocnn strtupnn winpernn champwinnn divisonnn stadcapnn gmnbrnn duopnn 

prosport1nn prosport2nn prosport3nn strikenn popnn percapnn  housestnn housstregnn 

 

                                                                              
       _cons    -1.91e+11   2.93e+09   -65.23   0.000    -1.97e+11   -1.85e+11
 housstregnn     3.099441    3.29878     0.94   0.348    -3.378902    9.577784
   housestnn     8.398707   2.996981     2.80   0.005     2.513054    14.28436
    percapnn     .0937646   .1283646     0.73   0.465    -.1583256    .3458548
       popnn     .0000479   .0003965     0.12   0.904    -.0007309    .0008266
    strikenn     11844.55   2184.335     5.42   0.000      7554.82    16134.28
 prosport3nn     2014.666   2334.603     0.86   0.388    -2570.168      6599.5
 prosport2nn    -672.6974   2395.604    -0.28   0.779     -5377.33    4031.935
 prosport1nn    -34.77319   2256.752    -0.02   0.988    -4466.719    4397.172
      duopnn    (dropped)
     gmnbrnn     47282.73   825.1757    57.30   0.000      45662.2    48903.26
   stadcapnn      1.67619   .1121271    14.95   0.000     1.455988    1.896392
   divisonnn     800.5465   1851.258     0.43   0.666    -2835.066    4436.159
  champwinnn     25.39622   3617.428     0.01   0.994    -7078.728     7129.52
    winpernn     6635.668   4478.745     1.48   0.139    -2159.963     15431.3
    strtupnn     2927.541   4887.613     0.60   0.549     -6671.05    12526.13
     relocnn     7768.871   4094.879     1.90   0.058    -272.9007    15810.64
      domenn    -6084.881    1683.99    -3.61   0.000    -9392.003    -2777.76
   stdlastnn     -139.669   5438.709    -0.03   0.980    -10820.54     10541.2
    stdnewnn    -6691.794   2427.474    -2.76   0.006    -11459.01   -1924.574
   stadagenn    -81.48878   50.62725    -1.61   0.108    -180.9136    17.93607
   tmagecunn    -28.23538    48.3889    -0.58   0.560    -123.2644    66.79367
    trpicenn     177.0737   54.38597     3.26   0.001     70.26726    283.8802
                                                                              
newattenda~e        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

       Total    3.5823e+24   631  5.6771e+21           Root MSE      =  8.5e+09
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.9874
    Residual    4.3789e+22   610  7.1785e+19           R-squared     =  0.9878
       Model    3.5385e+24    21  1.6850e+23           Prob > F      =  0.0000
                                                       F( 21,   610) =  2347.26
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      632
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NFL- OLS corrected- GDP 

regress  newattendance trpicenn tmagecunn stadagenn stdnewnn stdlastnn domenn 

relocnn strtupnn winpernn champwinnn divisonnn stadcapnn gmnbrnn duopnn 

prosport1nn prosport2nn prosport3nn strikenn popnn percapnn gdpn rlstgdpnn 

 

                                                                              
       _cons    -2.01e+11   2.65e+09   -75.82   0.000    -2.06e+11   -1.96e+11
   rlstgdpnn     864903.4    69626.4    12.42   0.000     728181.6     1001625
       gdpnn    -46.09276   61.99685    -0.74   0.457    -167.8328    75.64728
    percapnn     .1685732   .1211085     1.39   0.164    -.0692414    .4063878
       popnn    -.0000663   .0003469    -0.19   0.848    -.0007475    .0006148
    strikenn     1799.894   1917.381     0.94   0.348    -1965.169    5564.958
 prosport3nn     2140.331   2117.923     1.01   0.313    -2018.527    6299.189
 prosport2nn     -1398.82   2121.083    -0.66   0.510    -5563.882    2766.242
 prosport1nn    -1889.049   1980.741    -0.95   0.341    -5778.528     2000.43
      duopnn    (dropped)
     gmnbrnn    -2945.214   4188.251    -0.70   0.482    -11169.47     5279.04
   stadcapnn        1.378   .0972175    14.17   0.000     1.187099    1.568901
   divisonnn     368.1075   1626.418     0.23   0.821    -2825.606    3561.821
  champwinnn     792.7205   3253.295     0.24   0.808    -5595.609     7181.05
    winpernn     2105.414   3970.673     0.53   0.596    -5691.593    9902.421
    strtupnn     2487.951   4387.158     0.57   0.571    -6126.885    11102.79
     relocnn     3453.948   3502.404     0.99   0.324    -3423.544    10331.44
      domenn    -6909.441   1456.834    -4.74   0.000    -9770.151    -4048.73
   stdlastnn     1269.676   4902.923     0.26   0.796    -8357.943    10897.29
    stdnewnn    -6294.173   2180.827    -2.89   0.004    -10576.55   -2011.794
   stadagenn    -79.26265   45.04109    -1.76   0.079    -167.7075    9.182221
   tmagecunn    -62.77383   39.90134    -1.57   0.116    -141.1261    15.57839
    trpicenn     193.6003   57.17587     3.39   0.001     81.32696    305.8736
                                                                              
newattenda~e        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

       Total    3.7322e+24   666  5.6038e+21           Root MSE      =  7.6e+09
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.9896
    Residual    3.7616e+22   645  5.8320e+19           R-squared     =  0.9899
       Model    3.6945e+24    21  1.7593e+23           Prob > F      =  0.0000
                                                       F( 21,   645) =  3016.63
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      667
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NFL- OLS corrected- Home Sales 

 

 regress  newattendance trpicenn tmagecunn stadagenn stdnewnn stdlastnn domenn 

relocnn strtupnn winpernn champwinnn divisonnn stadcapnn gmnbrnn duopnn 

prosport1nn prosport2nn prosport3nn strikenn popnn percapnn soldnn soldrgnn 

 

                                                                              
       _cons    -1.87e+11   2.97e+09   -62.90   0.000    -1.92e+11   -1.81e+11
    soldrgnn     .6129794   6.113049     0.10   0.920    -11.39343    12.61939
      soldnn      7.20269   4.942286     1.46   0.146    -2.504269    16.90965
    percapnn     .0731924   .1336316     0.55   0.584    -.1892684    .3356532
       popnn     .0000528    .000393     0.13   0.893    -.0007191    .0008248
    strikenn     9784.219   2231.121     4.39   0.000     5402.159    14166.28
 prosport3nn     3145.328   2370.736     1.33   0.185    -1510.944    7801.601
 prosport2nn      -167.86   2455.063    -0.07   0.946    -4989.757    4654.037
 prosport1nn      693.576   2284.513     0.30   0.762    -3793.351    5180.503
      duopnn    (dropped)
     gmnbrnn     46551.32   845.0471    55.09   0.000      44891.6    48211.05
   stadcapnn     1.824941   .1136998    16.05   0.000     1.601628    2.048255
   divisonnn     1139.724   1836.857     0.62   0.535    -2467.978    4747.425
  champwinnn    -1583.028    3628.26    -0.44   0.663    -8709.158    5543.102
    winpernn     10802.47   4518.593     2.39   0.017     1927.675    19677.27
    strtupnn     2255.202   4929.914     0.46   0.648    -7427.457    11937.86
     relocnn     6792.184   4064.699     1.67   0.095    -1191.139    14775.51
      domenn    -6164.218   1660.042    -3.71   0.000    -9424.645   -2903.791
   stdlastnn     1565.918    5801.11     0.27   0.787    -9827.825    12959.66
    stdnewnn     -5217.94   2491.987    -2.09   0.037    -10112.36   -323.5218
   stadagenn    -65.47411    50.1058    -1.31   0.192     -163.885    32.93682
   tmagecunn     -61.2299   46.22279    -1.32   0.186    -152.0143    29.55455
    trpicenn     173.8683   55.39599     3.14   0.002     65.06713    282.6695
                                                                              
newattenda~e        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

       Total    3.3434e+24   601  5.5631e+21           Root MSE      =  8.3e+09
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.9876
    Residual    3.9888e+22   580  6.8772e+19           R-squared     =  0.9881
       Model    3.3035e+24    21  1.5731e+23           Prob > F      =  0.0000
                                                       F( 21,   580) =  2287.42
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      602
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NFL- OLS corrected- State CPI and S&P500 

 

regress  newattendance trpicenn tmagecunn stadagenn stdnewnn stdlastnn domenn 

relocnn strtupnn winpernn chmpwinnn divisonnn stadcapnn gmnbrnn duopnn 

prosport1nn prosport2nn prosport3nn strikenn popnn percapnn stcpinn sp500nn 

 

       _cons    -1.76e+11   3.55e+09   -49.61   0.000    -1.83e+11   -1.69e+11
     sp500nn    -881.0694   743.5636    -1.18   0.237    -2342.806    580.6675
     stcpinn     217.0648   140.0471     1.55   0.122    -58.24733    492.3769
    percapnn    -.2501912    .241363    -1.04   0.301    -.7246754     .224293
       popnn     .0006531   .0005085     1.28   0.200    -.0003467    .0016528
    strikenn     10448.55    2397.52     4.36   0.000     5735.375    15161.72
 prosport3nn     2932.692   3053.692     0.96   0.337    -3070.419    8935.803
 prosport2nn    -4710.139   3147.846    -1.50   0.135    -10898.34    1478.064
 prosport1nn     1041.826   2841.032     0.37   0.714    -4543.225    6626.878
      duopnn    (dropped)
     gmnbrnn      44947.4   1220.347    36.83   0.000     42548.37    47346.42
   stadcapnn     1.883201   .1447576    13.01   0.000     1.598629    2.167774
   divisonnn     2476.504   2255.646     1.10   0.273    -1957.765    6910.773
  champwinnn    -2060.334   4289.425    -0.48   0.631    -10492.71    6372.047
    winpernn     15027.07   5757.445     2.61   0.009     3708.773    26345.36
    strtupnn      3434.13   6651.159     0.52   0.606    -9641.073    16509.33
     relocnn    -2299.905   5367.218    -0.43   0.669    -12851.07    8251.258
      domenn    -7200.694   2139.721    -3.37   0.001    -11407.07   -2994.316
   stdlastnn       6105.7   6478.542     0.94   0.347    -6630.164    18841.56
    stdnewnn    -24.82006    3895.25    -0.01   0.995     -7682.31     7632.67
   stadagenn    -2.699753   68.08605    -0.04   0.968    -136.5469    131.1474
   tmagecunn    -192.5812   62.86414    -3.06   0.002    -316.1628   -68.99949
    trpicenn     255.2387   107.4407     2.38   0.018     44.02599    466.4513
                                                                              
newattenda~e        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

       Total    2.3809e+24   425  5.6022e+21           Root MSE      =  8.6e+09
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.9868
    Residual    2.9903e+22   404  7.4017e+19           R-squared     =  0.9874
       Model    2.3510e+24    21  1.1195e+23           Prob > F      =  0.0000
                                                       F( 21,   404) =  1512.55
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      426
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 NFL- Log-Lin Form  

regress  lnnewattendance trpicenn tmagecunn stadagenn stdnewnn stdlastnn domenn 

relocnn strtupnn winpernn champwinnn divisonnn stadcapnn gmnbrnn duopnn 

prosport1nn prosport2nn prosport3nn strikenn popnn percapnn unempnn rlstunempn 

housestnn housstregnn gdpnn rlstgdpnn soldnn soldrgnn stcpinn sp500nn 

 

. 

                                                                              
       _cons     23.84117   .0217509  1096.10   0.000     23.79841    23.88393
     sp500nn     9.53e-09   5.50e-09     1.73   0.084    -1.28e-09    2.03e-08
     stcpinn    -7.91e-10   1.50e-09    -0.53   0.598    -3.74e-09    2.15e-09
    soldrgnn     8.68e-11   1.74e-10     0.50   0.618    -2.55e-10    4.29e-10
      soldnn     2.24e-10   1.64e-10     1.36   0.174    -9.92e-11    5.47e-10
   rlstgdpnn     5.42e-06   6.04e-07     8.97   0.000     4.23e-06    6.61e-06
       gdpnn    -1.91e-09   1.93e-09    -0.99   0.324    -5.70e-09    1.89e-09
 housstregnn    -3.82e-11   1.04e-10    -0.37   0.713    -2.42e-10    1.66e-10
   housestnn    -8.42e-11   7.96e-11    -1.06   0.291    -2.41e-10    7.24e-11
  rlstunempn    (dropped)
     unempnn    -8.65e-09   6.62e-09    -1.31   0.192    -2.17e-08    4.37e-09
    percapnn     6.09e-13   1.54e-12     0.40   0.693    -2.42e-12    3.64e-12
       popnn    -2.07e-15   3.01e-15    -0.69   0.492    -7.99e-15    3.85e-15
    strikenn    -3.22e-08   2.16e-08    -1.49   0.137    -7.47e-08    1.03e-08
 prosport3nn    -1.83e-08   1.78e-08    -1.03   0.304    -5.34e-08    1.67e-08
 prosport2nn     2.33e-08   1.83e-08     1.27   0.204    -1.27e-08    5.92e-08
 prosport1nn    -1.58e-10   1.65e-08    -0.01   0.992    -3.26e-08    3.23e-08
      duopnn    (dropped)
     gmnbrnn     9.34e-09   3.48e-08     0.27   0.789    -5.92e-08    7.78e-08
   stadcapnn    -8.87e-12   8.57e-13   -10.36   0.000    -1.06e-11   -7.19e-12
   divisonnn    -1.55e-08   1.29e-08    -1.20   0.231    -4.09e-08    9.90e-09
  champwinnn    -2.91e-09   2.44e-08    -0.12   0.905    -5.09e-08    4.51e-08
    winpernn    -6.28e-08   3.35e-08    -1.87   0.062    -1.29e-07    3.05e-09
    strtupnn    -3.85e-08   3.94e-08    -0.98   0.330    -1.16e-07    3.91e-08
     relocnn     9.00e-09   3.24e-08     0.28   0.781    -5.47e-08    7.27e-08
      domenn     3.01e-08   1.26e-08     2.38   0.018     5.27e-09    5.49e-08
   stdlastnn    -2.79e-08   3.68e-08    -0.76   0.449    -1.00e-07    4.45e-08
    stdnewnn     8.01e-09   2.24e-08     0.36   0.721    -3.60e-08    5.20e-08
   stadagenn     2.63e-11   4.01e-10     0.07   0.948    -7.63e-10    8.15e-10
   tmagecunn     9.82e-10   4.07e-10     2.41   0.016     1.82e-10    1.78e-09
    trpicenn    -1.48e-09   7.11e-10    -2.08   0.038    -2.88e-09   -8.12e-11
                                                                              
lnnewatten~e        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

       Total    53.5021184   425  .125887337           Root MSE      =  .04862
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.9812
    Residual    .938342138   397  .002363582           R-squared     =  0.9825
       Model    52.5637763    28  1.87727772           Prob > F      =  0.0000
                                                       F( 28,   397) =   794.25
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      426
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NFL- Price Regression 

regress  trpicenn newattendance tmagecunn stadagenn stdnewnn stdlastnn domenn 

relocnn strtupnn winpernn champwinnn divisonnn stadcapnn gmnbrnn duopnn 

prosport1nn prosport2nn prosport3nn strikenn popnn percapnn unempnn rlstunempn 

housestnn housstregnn gdpnn rlstgdpnn soldnn soldrgnn stcpinn sp500nn 

 

. 

                                                                              
       _cons      7449430    4310358     1.73   0.085     -1024549    1.59e+07
     sp500nn     .5816066   .3856728     1.51   0.132    -.1766096    1.339823
     stcpinn     .2108884   .1046379     2.02   0.045     .0051747     .416602
    soldrgnn     .0007221   .0122085     0.06   0.953    -.0232794    .0247235
      soldnn     .0377388   .0113774     3.32   0.001     .0153714    .0601062
   rlstgdpnn    (dropped)
       gdpnn     .2587001   .1347624     1.92   0.056    -.0062371    .5236373
 housstregnn     .0002971   .0072707     0.04   0.967    -.0139967    .0145909
   housestnn    -.0038513   .0055856    -0.69   0.491    -.0148323    .0071297
  rlstunempn    -119.8963   44.91694    -2.67   0.008     -208.201   -31.59147
     unempnn     2.413786   .4488651     5.38   0.000     1.531337    3.296236
    percapnn    -.0001569   .0001078    -1.46   0.146    -.0003687     .000055
       popnn    -3.58e-08   2.11e-07    -0.17   0.866    -4.51e-07    3.80e-07
    strikenn     4.091904   1.508067     2.71   0.007      1.12711    7.056699
 prosport3nn    -2.275404    1.24473    -1.83   0.068     -4.72249    .1716814
 prosport2nn    -1.441101   1.283975    -1.12   0.262    -3.965341     1.08314
 prosport1nn     .2964277   1.157696     0.26   0.798    -1.979553    2.572408
      duopnn    (dropped)
     gmnbrnn     2.110908   2.440065     0.87   0.388    -2.686155    6.907972
   stadcapnn    -.0001325   .0000692    -1.92   0.056    -.0002685    3.47e-06
   divisonnn    -1.030473   .9066438    -1.14   0.256    -2.812896    .7519498
  champwinnn    -.5763856   1.711679    -0.34   0.736    -3.941474    2.788703
    winpernn     3.487599   2.347431     1.49   0.138    -1.127351    8.102549
    strtupnn    -5.709349   2.751479    -2.08   0.039    -11.11864   -.3000589
     relocnn     10.68631   2.207215     4.84   0.000     6.347021     15.0256
      domenn     -1.43801   .8941134    -1.61   0.109    -3.195799     .319779
   stdlastnn    -6.684751    2.56402    -2.61   0.009     -11.7255   -1.643997
    stdnewnn     7.598392   1.521504     4.99   0.000     4.607179    10.58961
   stadagenn     .1099624   .0275954     3.98   0.000     .0557109    .1642138
   tmagecunn     .0197627   .0288155     0.69   0.493    -.0368872    .0764127
newattenda~e     .0000499   .0000216     2.31   0.021     7.47e-06    .0000923
                                                                              
    trpicenn        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

       Total    1.9855e+16   425  4.6717e+13           Root MSE      =  3.4e+06
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.7514
    Residual    4.6108e+15   397  1.1614e+13           R-squared     =  0.7678
       Model    1.5244e+16    28  5.4443e+14           Prob > F      =  0.0000
                                                       F( 28,   397) =    46.88
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      426
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NFL- Fixed Effects  

xi: regress  newattendance trpicenn tmagecunn stadagenn stdnewnn stdlastnn domenn 

relocnn strtupnn winpernnchampwinnn divisonnn stadcapnn gmnbrnn duopnn 

prosport1nn prosport2nn prosport3nn strikenn popnn percapnn unempnn rlstunempn 

housestnn housstregnn gdpnn rlstgdpnn soldnn soldrgnn stcpinn sp500nn i.year i.team 

i.year            _Iyear_21-58        (naturally coded; _Iyear_21 omitted) 

i.team            _Iteam_1-32         (naturally coded; _Iteam_1 omitted) 

 

  rlstunempn    (dropped)
     unempnn     1595.719   2020.615     0.79   0.430    -2378.475    5569.913
    percapnn     .3075945   .2110315     1.46   0.146    -.1074673    .7226563
       popnn     .0128641   .0017911     7.18   0.000     .0093413    .0163869
    strikenn    -20769.34   11278.14    -1.84   0.066    -42951.46    1412.786
 prosport3nn    -65000.72   13541.12    -4.80   0.000    -91633.71   -38367.72
 prosport2nn    -65024.76   13472.87    -4.83   0.000    -91523.52   -38525.99
 prosport1nn    -40659.02    13741.7    -2.96   0.003    -67686.53    -13631.5
      duopnn    (dropped)
     gmnbrnn     138746.7    15954.3     8.70   0.000     107367.4      170126
   stadcapnn      .219567   .2729782     0.80   0.422    -.3173331     .756467
   divisonnn     1865.439   1444.662     1.29   0.197    -975.9573    4706.835
  champwinnn    -2244.578   2691.089    -0.83   0.405    -7537.477    3048.322
    winpernn     5890.065   3861.449     1.53   0.128    -1704.726    13484.86
    strtupnn     4155.371   7485.338     0.56   0.579    -10566.97    18877.71
     relocnn     8781.051   5394.474     1.63   0.104    -1828.931    19391.03
      domenn    -8199.865   4097.741    -2.00   0.046     -16259.4   -140.3294
   stdlastnn      2854.54   4101.627     0.70   0.487    -5212.639    10921.72
    stdnewnn    -1996.102   3499.903    -0.57   0.569    -8879.795    4887.591
   stadagenn     6.978489   120.0262     0.06   0.954     -229.092     243.049
   tmagecunn     82.69333   138.8609     0.60   0.552    -190.4216    355.8083
    trpicenn     360.5575   118.0138     3.06   0.002     128.4452    592.6698
                                                                              
newattenda~e        Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval]
                                                                              

       Total    2.3809e+24   425  5.6022e+21           Root MSE      =  5.1e+09
                                                       Adj R-squared =  0.9954
    Residual    8.9580e+21   347  2.5815e+19           R-squared     =  0.9962
       Model    2.3720e+24    78  3.0410e+22           Prob > F      =  0.0000
                                                       F( 78,   347) =  1177.97
      Source         SS       df       MS              Number of obs =      426
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   _Iyear_58    (dropped)
   _Iyear_57    (dropped)
   _Iyear_56    (dropped)
   _Iyear_55    -4.92e+09   8.18e+09    -0.60   0.548    -2.10e+10    1.12e+10
   _Iyear_54    -1.94e+09   6.22e+09    -0.31   0.755    -1.42e+10    1.03e+10
   _Iyear_53     2.95e+08   3.99e+09     0.07   0.941    -7.55e+09    8.14e+09
   _Iyear_52     1.90e+09   3.44e+09     0.55   0.582    -4.87e+09    8.67e+09
   _Iyear_51     1.60e+09   3.00e+09     0.53   0.593    -4.29e+09    7.50e+09
   _Iyear_50     2.72e+09   3.06e+09     0.89   0.374    -3.30e+09    8.75e+09
   _Iyear_49     6.96e+09   3.26e+09     2.13   0.034     5.47e+08    1.34e+10
   _Iyear_48     7.66e+09   3.57e+09     2.15   0.032     6.50e+08    1.47e+10
   _Iyear_47     8.46e+09   3.83e+09     2.21   0.028     9.35e+08    1.60e+10
   _Iyear_46     1.10e+10   4.14e+09     2.65   0.008     2.85e+09    1.91e+10
   _Iyear_45     1.09e+10   4.58e+09     2.37   0.018     1.85e+09    1.99e+10
   _Iyear_44     1.42e+10   4.79e+09     2.96   0.003     4.74e+09    2.36e+10
   _Iyear_43     1.36e+10   5.30e+09     2.57   0.011     3.18e+09    2.40e+10
   _Iyear_42     1.42e+10   5.74e+09     2.48   0.014     2.95e+09    2.55e+10
   _Iyear_41     2.28e+10   6.77e+09     3.36   0.001     9.43e+09    3.61e+10
   _Iyear_40     2.67e+10   6.61e+09     4.04   0.000     1.37e+10    3.97e+10
   _Iyear_39     3.33e+10   7.33e+09     4.55   0.000     1.89e+10    4.77e+10
   _Iyear_38     3.55e+10   6.83e+09     5.20   0.000     2.21e+10    4.89e+10
   _Iyear_37     9.93e+10   7.78e+09    12.77   0.000     8.40e+10    1.15e+11
   _Iyear_36     3.03e+10   6.73e+09     4.50   0.000     1.71e+10    4.35e+10
   _Iyear_35     3.39e+10   6.93e+09     4.89   0.000     2.03e+10    4.75e+10
   _Iyear_34     3.29e+10   7.32e+09     4.50   0.000     1.85e+10    4.73e+10
   _Iyear_33     3.30e+10   7.68e+09     4.30   0.000     1.79e+10    4.81e+10
     sp500nn    -851.2572    1271.94    -0.67   0.504     -3352.94    1650.425
     stcpinn      250.243   328.1453     0.76   0.446     -395.161    895.6471
    soldrgnn     8.196684   33.41934     0.25   0.806    -57.53328    73.92665
      soldnn    -21.49399    24.2275    -0.89   0.376    -69.14521    26.15723
   rlstgdpnn     -1348540   257248.5    -5.24   0.000     -1854502   -842577.2
       gdpnn     1144.937   453.9937     2.52   0.012     252.0109    2037.862
 housstregnn     5.183425   20.90959     0.25   0.804    -35.94206    46.30891
   housestnn    -27.80153   16.02011    -1.74   0.084    -59.31027    3.707202

 

. 

                                                                              
       _cons    -2.11e+11   6.19e+09   -34.05   0.000    -2.23e+11   -1.99e+11
   _Iteam_32    -2.82e+10   4.89e+09    -5.77   0.000    -3.78e+10   -1.86e+10
   _Iteam_31     3.67e+09   5.25e+09     0.70   0.486    -6.67e+09    1.40e+10
   _Iteam_30    (dropped)
   _Iteam_29     3.89e+10   8.22e+09     4.73   0.000     2.27e+10    5.51e+10
   _Iteam_28    -6.79e+09   2.97e+09    -2.28   0.023    -1.26e+10   -9.42e+08
   _Iteam_27    -5.70e+09   3.91e+09    -1.46   0.146    -1.34e+10    2.00e+09
   _Iteam_26    -1.37e+10   3.53e+09    -3.87   0.000    -2.06e+10   -6.72e+09
   _Iteam_25    -1.98e+10   3.77e+09    -5.27   0.000    -2.73e+10   -1.24e+10
   _Iteam_24    -2.27e+10   3.08e+09    -7.35   0.000    -2.87e+10   -1.66e+10
   _Iteam_23    -1.00e+10   3.95e+09    -2.53   0.012    -1.78e+10   -2.24e+09
   _Iteam_22    -1.70e+10   4.59e+09    -3.71   0.000    -2.61e+10   -8.01e+09
   _Iteam_21    -1.09e+10   3.61e+09    -3.03   0.003    -1.80e+10   -3.85e+09
   _Iteam_20    -5.14e+10   6.31e+09    -8.15   0.000    -6.38e+10   -3.90e+10
   _Iteam_19    -5.06e+10   8.02e+09    -6.31   0.000    -6.64e+10   -3.48e+10
   _Iteam_18    (dropped)
   _Iteam_17    -9.68e+09   3.51e+09    -2.75   0.006    -1.66e+10   -2.77e+09
   _Iteam_16    -1.69e+10   3.70e+09    -4.58   0.000    -2.42e+10   -9.65e+09
   _Iteam_15    -6.48e+08   3.55e+09    -0.18   0.855    -7.63e+09    6.34e+09
   _Iteam_14    -9.43e+09   3.58e+09    -2.63   0.009    -1.65e+10   -2.38e+09
   _Iteam_13    -3.95e+10   7.28e+09    -5.43   0.000    -5.38e+10   -2.52e+10
   _Iteam_12    (dropped)
   _Iteam_11    -1.70e+10   6.85e+09    -2.48   0.013    -3.05e+10   -3.54e+09
   _Iteam_10    -4.05e+10   7.30e+09    -5.54   0.000    -5.48e+10   -2.61e+10
    _Iteam_9    -4.19e+09   3.94e+09    -1.06   0.288    -1.19e+10    3.55e+09
    _Iteam_8     5.17e+09   4.28e+09     1.21   0.228    -3.24e+09    1.36e+10
    _Iteam_7    -4.07e+10   6.65e+09    -6.13   0.000    -5.38e+10   -2.77e+10
    _Iteam_6    -4.03e+09   3.94e+09    -1.02   0.307    -1.18e+10    3.72e+09
    _Iteam_5    -1.60e+10   3.38e+09    -4.73   0.000    -2.27e+10   -9.36e+09
    _Iteam_4    (dropped)
    _Iteam_3    -3.24e+10   7.70e+09    -4.21   0.000    -4.76e+10   -1.73e+10
    _Iteam_2    -2.52e+10   6.06e+09    -4.15   0.000    -3.71e+10   -1.32e+10
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D.Graphs on Sports Demand 

 

Figure 1: Demand curve for non-capacity events showing possible decrease in quantity 

purchased due to recession.  
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Figure 2:  Demand curve for sell-out crowds showing price increases due to excess 

demand.  
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